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Hiring Freeze Chills
Students' Job·Hopes

by Larry Gold
Making good on a campaign
pledge, President Reagan, in his
first official act as Chief Executive, imposed a total freeze on all
Federal civilian hiring in the
Executive branch. To the dismay
of several thousand would-be
government employees, and the
agencies who hiredthern,
the
freeze was made retroactive to
include those persons who were
offered positions by "firm com-.
mitment"
subsequent
to
November 5, 1980 but who had
not been entered on the Government's pavroll by January 20,
1981, the date the freeze was imposed. As far as can be ascertained, this is the first time that afreeze on hiring has been given.
retroactive application. The Of'fice of Management and Budget,
which is. responsible forimpJementation of the freeze, claims
that the backdating was necessitated by the abusive hiring done
by several agencies in the last days
-of the Carter Administration.
The retroactivity of the freeze
has made life chaotic for many

students at the National Law Center who were offered attorney
positions scheduled to begin some
time after graduation in May, and
who have been told that their
"firm commitments"
are no
longer valid. The placement office records indicate that approximately 15 students at the N.L.C.
have been affected,and Mr. WiIliam Robie; Deputy Associate Attorney General at the Justice
Department, estimates that in the
various Agencies honors attorney
programs alone, more than six
hundred law school students have
been affected.
Several lawsuits have been filed
challenging as unconstitutional
the freeze's .retroactivity, On
February 5, Judge Pratt of the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, .issued a ternporary restraining order directing
the government to employ three'
government workers who were to
begin their jobs on the day when
the freeze was imposed. At least
in two of the lawsuits, attorneys
for the plaintiffs are in the
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SBA Candidates Meet at BALSA Forum - see story, page J 2
process of gathering names so
that the suit can be certified asa
class action.
At the NLC and other area law
schools, several affected students
have formed a coalition to ..work
.against the freeze's retroactive
application. Although the group,
which calls itself the law student
coalition for honoring Firm Commitments, has considered initiating suit, its main effort at present
(Continued on page J 3)

Grievances Flood S8A
by Carlos Del Valle

February 11, 1981

Clinical Faculty
Lacks,:".~Status-:~.~.that there is no policy that
provides for tenure of purely
clinical facufty.. "The problem
with that policy is that an attorney that takes that kind' of
position without any security
cannot stay very long. As a result,
there will be ongoing turnover,"
said Ms. Lewis.
The availability of tenure was
not the only issue that concerned
Robin Lewis. She feels that the
official title of clinical faculty
designate them as second class
citizens. Clinical faculty hold the
title of "Adjunct Instructor in
Law." Tenured faculty hold the
title of "Professor of Law."
Tenure track positions hold the
title of "Professorial Lecturer in
Law." Part-time faculty hold the
title 'of "Instructor in Law."
Since clinical faculty are full-time
teachers, Ms. Lewis believes they
should have a title commensurate
with their duties.
According
to
Professor
Sirulnik, Director of Clinical
Programs,
the issue revolves
around the manner in which the
(continued on page J 4)

be allowed to go unnoticed by the administration of
the school. The abuses of faculty prerogatives alleged here, if true, degrade the quality of our educaAn exeptional number of complaints regarding tion, tarnish the image of professionalism that
abuses of faculty prerogatives by professors have should accompany everyone of our faculty members
been voiced to the SBA following last fall's examina- and commit a great injustice to the students of our
tions. They touch an area of professorial discretion school.
'.'
.
traditionally protected by the code words "faculty
Some of the allegations are outlined as follows:
prerogatives". In effect, however, the code words
cover an area of _profe~sorial ethics that should not
• A given 1st year professor did not give a single A
grade in one of his contract classes. Although the
grading curve permitted by the law school permits this, it seems inconceivable that not a single
one of his students was capable of doing A work.
Somebody's ability is. at issue, either the
professor's ability to teach or the student's abilfty
to learn. At any rate, this event dramatizes the
need for the implementation of an elimination of
grade disparity scheme in the law school, particu- .
larly among the 1st year classes.
• A class of grievances attack the practice of some
of.our professors to make up exam questions that
are unrelated to thematerial taught in the course
during the semester. In one instance last December, a student discovering one of these questions
during a Trust and Estate final literally walked
By Sirena Terr
had changed the circumstances by
out of the test to complain to the Dean. The Dean
A few summers ago, a young a fraction, it could have been me.
subsequently went over the question with the prowoman was' on her way to a math There were few people in the law
fessor and sided with the professor's claim that
class in a building at the Univer- school that day, and the second
the question was indeed related to the course sub- sity of Pennsylvania. She stopped floor of Stockton was deserted as
ject, Allegedly, however, about half the Class into the ladies room on the I walked toward the ladies room.
missed the thrust of the question.
ground floor of that building in As I was about to put my hand on
• Another variation of the above is the many
Philadelphia, and in the space of the doorknob, the door opened
instances of the ambiguous multiple choice guess- a few minutes, her whole life from the inside. 1 saw a man's
ing problems. Some of these questions are such a changed. There was a man in the face. Startled, I turned and
toss-up that Jimmy The Greek would have better
bathroom. He raped her.
.hurried to the library. I was not
luck with them than a law student. '
I thought about that girl Sun- the only one who encountered this
Dean Barron Speaks on Media Law [continuedon pagl! .6J. . . . .. ... ' .•.. ~~~: .J.a;n.u.a~~~4,.~ec.a.us~,ir. ~at~_ .,. (~on~in~~d.o~ page 6/
see story, page 6
SBA President

Intruder In Bathroom
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La,Raza Pla"s Spring Activitie,s

editoriaf

Depression
The mid-point has often been recognized as the most difficult and
critical point. Innumerable psychiatrists, psychologists and pseudopsychologists have written books on how to survive the mid-life
crisis. In physics, the mid-point of a linear surface is the point of
least resistance. A wooden board under stress will usually break at

~m~~~.
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The mid-point in law school is another difficult and critical point.
The second year student still cannot see the light at the end of the
tunnel, and yet, he/she has already invested too much time and far
too much money to quit now. The long hours of arduous study have
thus far yielded few rewards.
The mid-point bears down hard on the' student. The second year
student is in a middle-class university in a middle-class town getting
middle-of-the-road grades from middleweight professors. The law
of averages works to make everything seem dull, drab and ordinary.
The mid-point crisis .sets in. Depression, fear, and anxiety build
over lost job prospects and mediocre grades. The shock over receiving the first "C" since high school has long since dissipated. The
second year student realizes that even though he/she was able to
choose all his/her courses last semester, the work was just as tedious
and boring as first year. One question looms large in the mind: Is it
worth it?
T!1e daily newspaper provides precious solace to the student.
Headlines swim in the depressions of his/her mind. Burger Court
rules that cameras in court are not unconstitutional. What were the
reasons for that conclusion? Students fighting hiring freeze. What
would be the basis for a cause of action? Terms of Iranian deal
under review; Does the U.S. have a defense of duress?
',
The mid-point law student suddenly realizes that all this garbage
that has been drilled in, his/her head ad nauseum has meaning and
significance. The real world, American politics and society, revolve
around those thousands of volumes of reporters. What the president, Congress, the states, and people can and can not do is finally
arbitrated in the courts. The true vitality of the law penetrates the
dreary monotony of studying it.
The mid-point law student need not despair. His rewards will
come.

Security
The women of the National Law Center have a right to walk the
halls free from fear for their own safety. If-as occured last weeka male intruder can sneak into the womens' rest rooms, and sneak
out again, then there is a security problem which must be remedied
immediately. Tighter identification checks at the library entrances,
better lighting in the dark corners, and even regular patrols by security guards should be considered in an effort to make the law school
safe for its intended purpose.
" '
One idea which merits special consideration is one recently implemented at the University of Pennsylvania. At that school, women's
rest rooms are equipped with rope toggles, such as those on buses,
which are connected to alarms. In case of attack, a student is always
in reach of an alarm to frighten away the attacker and bring help.
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by Hector Rivera and
Arlyn Charles, Co-chairs
La Raza Legal Alliance, the law
school's organization of Hispanic
law students, met for the' first
time this spring to plan the.activities for the semester. A strong
nucleus of first year students
imparted the meeting with enthusiasm and ambitions. The Organization's planned activities can
be divided into three categories:
recruitment
activities,
socioeducational activities, and fun
activities.
The first activity, which took
place February 10th, was the
implementation
of
Miguel

works at the FCC, we will cosRovira's idea, of" undertaking
recruiting at home by providing ponsor with BALSA a lecture in
in Communicaan orientation session for GW Opportunities
Hispanic undergraduates,
With tions Law. The lecture will feature three speakers representing
the cooperation of the undergradu ate , Hispanic
stu den t private and public interests in
association, LASO,' this was a braodcasting.
Scheduled for March is a lecsuccessful event. '
On Thursday, February 12th, ture by Congressman Robert Garwe will be cospondoringwith the cia (D-NY) on the Kemp Garcia
National Lawyer's Guild, a lec- "Zone Enterprise" Bill, flashed
ture and film on the situation in by the new Administration as the
new answer to the problems of ur, El salvadcr-, urging for a noninterventionist approach in' US ban unemployment and decay.
Scheduled for March also, with
foreign policy towards EI Salvaa little bit of luck, is a Latin Party
dor.
On February 19th, thanks to at the Marvin Center for the
the efforts of Gil De Jesus, who whole school. Keep posted.

Clinic Faculty, Me:m})er Quits
To the Editor:
January was the final month of
my tenure as managing attorney
of the Community Legal Clinics.
I began working in the Clinic in
June, 191~:as a staff attorney,
and watched and helped the Clinic
grow over the years from a small
unstructured program toa large
'structured
program under the.
supervision of a trained staff of
attorneys; I enjoyed my years in,
the Clinic .. I made many friends
among the faculty and watched
several "generations" of students
grow into effective attorneys. I
treasuredthe support and friendship of director Eric Sirulnik, But
I finally decided to leave. I left be.
cause it had become clear to me
that the new administration of
'this law school "was unwilling to
accord the clinical' faculty equal
status with other facultymembers.'
Historically, clinical programs
have had a second-class status in
most law schools. This, in spite of
the fact that students have expressed a strong interest in this
type of educational experience.
Clinicians have traditionally been
overworked arid underpaid. They
have not been accorded status
either in terms of faculty designation ,or tenure.. .Unfortunately.
George Washington has not been
an exception to this rule.
It is my belief that without the
possibility of tenure and other
forms of status, clinical faculty
will not remain at George Washington more than two to three
years at the most. From a career
perspective, they cannot afford
to. The clinical programs can only
suffer as a result. It takes at least
that much time for a clinician to
develop sufficient expertise in the
varied aspects of clinical practice
to be able to effectively supervise
students and teach the relevant
substantive seminars.
i stayed much longer than that.
The primary reason why I did not
leave two years ago was the advent of the new dean. In early
interviews. in the Advocate and
discussions with Professors Sirulnik and Rothschild, Dean Barron
made strong statements of support for the clinical programs and
intimated that he saw a clinical
tenure slot on the horizon. This
past summer, the Clinics approached the Dean about a
change in faculty designation for
clinical faculty who are presently
called Adjunct Instructors of
Law-the
designation which is
used for part-time faculty. At his
suggestion. the program staff

Robin Lewis
, drafted a memo making a series
Interestingly, the Dean did not
of specific suggestions. In an 'make the more common arguOctober meeting with Professor
ment that clinical programs are
Sirulnik, the Dean indicated that somehow less educational in nahe could not support a clinical ture than classroom teaching. I
tenure slot, nor did' he plan to" would like to: believe ,that this
raise the question of'a change in" represents the fact that clinics are
faculty designation with the law now recognized by many, as,a viaschool faculty. It was then that I ble educational experience ..
started looking for another job.
Finally, then, I am writing to
In a later meeting with me, the express my' concern, as a George
Dean stated that it was never his Washington alumna and one who
intention to create a tenure slot spent almost six, years in its em.
which was purely clinical in na- ploy, that itistime for' the law
ture. The Dean's argument is that school faculty, administration,
he cannot economically justify and students to address the quesclinical tenure, because the stu- tion oftenure and equal status for
dent to clinician ratio is not large the clinical law teachers. The
enough; The fact that the exis- American Association of Law
tence of a' well-reputed clinical Schools/ American Bar Associaprogram attracts students to tion's evaluation of the law
George Washington University school stated that George Washlaw school does not seem to deter ington's clinical programs were
him from making this argument. among the best in the country. It
Moreover, he ignores the fact that seems to me that it is up to the law
the clinics' existence is a fundrais- school to finally accord them that
ing asset for the school. He also recognition. Without it, the clinioverlooks the fact that the clinics cal programs may not continue,
have attracted federal and local to perform at the same level of exgrant monies. The economic cellence.
argument, it seems to me, is a
Robinwyn D. Lewis
hard one to make.

Eating Crow
To the editor:
Dear sir,
Just a short note to let you
know the results of a little experiment in exam studying techniques that I conducted last
semester. Like some other students, I have long suspected that
the lengthy, rigorous review conducted during the two weeks preceding finals really doesn't help
all that much; that its effect may
in fact be detrimental. Consistent
with this belief I adopted a more
leisurely method of studying for
last semester's exams. Instead of
spending long arduous hours rereading class notes and casebooks, I conducted only a relaxed, cursory review of the materials, confident that 'an equitybased approach utilizing an intui-

tion of legal concepts garnered
over two and a half years of law
school would See me through.
Well, I just got a look at my
grades and boy, was I ever wrong!
Talk about having to eat crow!
"Yes ma'am, I'll have another
helping, thank you." Oh well, I
guess it's back to the old books
this semester!
Yours truly,
Jeff Sacks
P .S. Keep up the good work and
keep those papers coming! Each
Wednesday I enter Stockton Hall
hoping to find a fresh issue of The
Advocate waiting for me. Of
course, I know it comes out every
third Wednesday, but I never
know which Wednesday is the
right one. Maybe you could put
out a schedule or something.
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Student Peer Advisors Wanted
By Bruce (den
come up in the course of one's
The STUDENT INFORMA- legal education. We serve all stuTION CENTER is looking for dents by having office hours
first and second year students during which students can "drop
who are interested in becoming in" and discuss whatever is 6n
peer advisors. We have recently their mind, ask questions, or
gotten a permanent office, and we simply vent their frustrations.
would like to expand our hours to Advisors are trained by profesbetter serve the student body. As sional psychologists in the techyou may know, the STUDENT niques of effective listening and
INFORMATION CENTER is a problem solving. Additionally,
the advisors are familiarized with
student-run
and
studentorganized entity set up to help the rules, policies, and procedures
ease the transition to law school of the law school.
for the first year students, and to
help. with the various informaIn order for the STUDENT
tional, personal, and employment
INFORMATION CENTER to be
problems and questions that often a continued success, first and

second year students are needed
now, so that they can be trained
and given the experience needed
to carryon next year when most
of the present staff will have
graduated. If you are interested in
helping your fellow student cope
with "the legal experience", the
STUDENT
INFORMA nON
CENTER needs you now. Contact the directors at the numbers
listed below or drop in during the
center's office hours and let us
know if you are interested. Deadline is Feb. 24.
Cheryl Mintz 293-6417
BruceIden 363-1897

Date Set for Vita Training
by Marilyn Park
Training for the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance Program
will be held on Saturday, Feb. 21,
from 10 AM to 4 PM, and on
Saturday, Feb. 28, from 10 AM
to 3 PM. All interested students
should sign up at the first training
session. It is necessary to attend
both sessions.
VITA is a program sponsored
by IRS and the ABA Law Student
Division that trains volunteers to
assist low-income and elderly persons with their tax returns. This
year, the NLC's VITA program

will .operate in conjunction with
Operation PEP, a storefront of
the Community Legal Clinic
providing
assistance
to the
elderly. The senior Citizen in D.C.
is particularly in need of the kind
of help VITA provides. Last year,
for example, one elderly taxpayer
who was threatened with the loss
of her house due to outstanding
property taxes was able to get free
help from PEP. As a result, she
was able to file her returns for the
last 4 years, take advantage of the
D.C. property tax credit, and save
the home she had lived in for
many years.

Phi Delta Phi
The executive committee of Phi
Delta Phi met Feb. 5, to plan
some of the Spring events. On
Feb. 21st,Phi Delta Phi members
will be treated to an evening of
food, drink, and fun-subsidized
by a slight surplus of funds in our
treasury. We are going to go to
Blackie's Jr. for a steak dinner
complete with salad bar and all
the beer you can drink. Although
the original cost of the dinner IS
$4.95, Phi Delta Phi members
will receive a rebate of at least
three dollars. Sounds like a good
h h?Law
de~~wu for the catch ... First
year students who have ,not paid
their dues are heartily encouraged
to do so at that time. Please call
Roy Andersori at 296·5078 or Deb
Weingard at 524·4022 to reserve a
place for that evening.
The date for our year- end party
was set for April 10th, although
we have not chosen the lucky
person who will get to host that
event. Watch for additional

.

Plans for a joint initiation to be
held with the George Mason
chapter of Phi Delta Phi were discussed. The third week in March
is the time for Spring initiation. If
you are interested in joining, talk
to a Phi Delta Phi member and
find out more about us!
Kimberly Bloodworth
Historian
'.
.
'.

The NLC VITA program will
also supply volunteers to several
other .groups in the community
and will set up a site at the law
school as well. At the first
training session, volunteers will
be asked to sign up for at least 2
help sessions, each involving only
a few hours of work. It is hoped
that under this system, the student
volunteer will not have to' make
an extensive time commitment
and at the same time,will have a
productive. experience during
those 2 short sessions.
. The more volunteers VITA
gets, the more people we can
reach. Volunteers from last year
are strongly encouraged to return,
and may be able to attend a
. shorter refresher course. Additional information will be posted
periodically on the bulletin board
outside Stockton 201. All questions should be directed to
Marilyn Park by calling the Community Legal Clinic at 676-7463
or leaving a message in my
mailbox at the clinic in Bacon
101.

Phi AlPh a D e 1ta

"ThePhi Alpha Delta International
Fraternity has planned a number
of interesting events for the
Spring Semester. First, on February 13 at 8:00 P.M., the Inns of
Court Program will present "The
Trial of a Negligence Case." Two
prominent D.C. attorneys will reo
late strategy from both defense
and plaintiff's viewpoints.
On March 5, initiation will be
held for all new members. Those
interested in joining the Frater-

tice, Connie Cowden, Esq., at
379-8518.
Finally, on March 12, the
Chapter will take part in the annual Congressional-Judiciary Reception on Capitol' Hill. The
reception will Be held at the Rayburn Office Building, and will be
attended by Fraternity alumni ineluding Judges, Congressmen and
women, and Executive Branch
Officials. The price is $12, and all
are welcome.
Larry Gaynor:

IImn'li <trnmtr

Recently, I went to the ABA winter meeting in Houston. The
ABA Section on Legal Education sponsors an annual workshop for
the country's law deans. Theeconomic news, delivered at the meet.
ing concerning the future' of legal. education, was not particularly
bright. The federally guaranteed student loan program which
contributes a large part of the funds for the nation's law schools is in
danger. A sharp reduction or elimination of the federally guaranteed student loan program by the Congress would have a tremendous impact on legal education. If you as students wish to see the
program continued, it is very important that you write your
congressional representatives and make your feelings known. If the
federally guaranteed student loan program were eliminated, and if
inflationary pressures continue, one speaker cautioned that the future may bring a duplication for law schools of the medical school
SItuationwhere tuition feesfar in excessof $10,000 are now commonplace.
Whether the federally guaranteed student loan program will sur.
vive at "this point is hard to say. If it does not survive, one thing we
may expect is that law students will become even more dependent
than they are now on part-time employment. Right now, the ABA
regulates quite closely the number of hours that a law student in
attendance in a full-time J.D. program during the day may work. It
is possible that necessity will be the mother of change with regard to
accreditation standards in this regard in the future. In other words,
it is possible that the standards and their interpretation may have to
be rewritten.
, Another disturbing development on the horizon is the fact that the
inequality between salaries paid to those who choose an academic
career in the law and those who choose practice grows ever greater.
Moreover, the disparity is now particularly worrisome because it is
apparent even at the entry level. Fifteen or twenty years ago, the
initial salary for the young teacher embarking on a career in law
teaching and the initial salary for a young lawyer beginning a period
of service as an associate in a large law firm in a metropolitan area
were roughly competitive. This is rapidly changing. Moreover, even
if the initial salary offered to the young teacher is roughly cornpeti~e, the disparity becomes evident now even after two or three years.
I am discussing these developments in this column in order to
reach both faculty and students. I don't want to sound a note of
despair in recounting these problems, but I do think that the economic pressures which I spoke of here are likely, in another decade,
to-produce some changes in the current structure of legal education.
Ten years from now-will we have a part-time day program as well
as a -part-time evening program? Should law schools in the future
plan to have (a) a full-time day program, (b) a part-time day program, and (c) a part-time evening program? Put another way,
should we have a morning program, an afternoon program, and an
early evening program? These are questions that many large urban
law schools like our own will have to face if the current economic
pressures continue.
Having said all this, I would like to mention a few positive observations. The private bar at long last seems to feel a keener sense of
obligation to the law schools which enabled them to enter the profession. The contributions of the alumni and fund-raising programs
~o tlhe,law school TbUdgethere and eJlsewh~~~8arehbeCOmingl
infreas:
mg y Important.
wo years ago, une
, t e annua a umru
giving to this law school was $163,447. This year, the June 1980 figure reported to the Board of Directors of the George Washington
Law Association was $221,335. This is exclusive of large gifts for
special programs like the building fund gift of $500,000 by Jacob
Burns. These are encouraging signs for large law schools like this
one with thousands of alumni. It is possible that we can call on them
to help us meet the obligations we have to our faculty and students.
It may be of interest to you that the Faculty Enrichment Speakers
program that Dean Schwartz is administering this spring is made
possible essentially through alumni giving. Similarly, the student
loan programs here at this law school, aswell as the faculty research
assistanceprogram, are all essentiallyfacilitated by generousalumni giving.
Lord Salisbury is supposed to have said to an r.1I~1I"1 ~,......"...
who was complaining about his problems: "'You depend too much
on the experts." According to Lord Salisbury, if you listen to doctors, nothing is wholesome; if you listen to theologians, no one is
without sin; and if you listen to the generals, no one is safe. Similarly, if you listen to the experts on private education, it is all over.
u ..
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Students Respond To
Professor Starrs .Controversy
Attitudes And Words Do Indict, Try And. Convict
this respect, I have to endorse the
view of Milan Kundera' that
"facts mean nothing compared to
attitudes", because in spite of a
person's record of good deeds, his
words and his attitude are the
residue that' mentally and emotionally linger long after the
crossing of paths is forgotten.
I recall a somewhat unpleasant
and anger-producing incident that
occurred in one of my classes during my first year here at this law
school (an incident.T am sure that
has long been forgotten by most,
but which is still as vivid in my
mind as if it had occurred only
yesterday). A professor in one of
the many laugh-producers with'
which he is accustomed to seasoning his lectures, made some forgotten comment about the famous body builder Arnold Schwartzenger. The comment was made
only in passing, and I am sure
that my mind would have accordedit similar treatment had not
this professor paused long enough
to add that in his estimation, this
man's name was tantamount to a
double insult. Since "Schwartz"
is the German word for "Black"
and one can easily figure out the
meaning of "neger", the con-

To the Editor:
The following is intended to
neither exonerate nor to further
condemn Professor Starrs,because, having had no professional
interactions with him, I cannot
claim to have been of those who
have experienced his "academic
damnation".
What I hope to accomplish
through this is to direct your
attention beyond the "dastardly"
wrong that you feel has been done
to the Professor to the circumstances or atmosphere that could
have incubated and eventually
produced this unpleasant situation.
As I read the Professor's passion-filled self-defense, and surveyed his chronicle of good deeds
among Blacks in the 60's, I mentally conjured up the picture of a
boy scout justifying his right to
earn his merit award before a
somewhat ambivalent and skeptical scout master. For a moment,
I was again one of the nervous
competitors in my high school
elocution contest half-heartedly
listening to the would-be winner
creditably re-enact what must
have been Mark Anthony's most
eloquent and effective political

clusion was quite obvious: To be

speech as he tried to convince his

called "Black"-and
twice, even
if the offending party happens to
be one's own name, is quite insulting. For several reasons, I did
not share my feelings with the
professor. I only concluded that
one so insensitive would be hardput to understand my feelings; so
I mentally resolved to steer clear
of that professor in the future.
Though I share Professor
Starrs' feeling that the Administration, in permitting students
to transfer out of his classes, has
convicted him of the crime
charged without adequate evidence, I am sure that we would all
agree that creating the evidenceproducing situation that is being
hinted at could place everyone
concerned in the horns of a delemma. The Administration could
refuse to grant requests for transfers; but suppose a studentwho is
forced to remain in Professor
Starts' class fails an exam? If'.he
chooses to believe it,' who could
convince him that it was his poor

fellow Romans of the deep grief
that he too had experienced over
the assassination of Julius Caesar: . . . ". . . He hath brought
many captives home to Rome,
Whose ransom did the general
coffers fill. Did this in Caesar
seem ambitious? When the poor
have cried, Caesar. has wept.
.... ", and I can't help but respond to Professor Starts' rhetorical question: "Are these the
dedicated, persevering efforts of a
racial bigot and hypocrite?" with
my own borrowed question:
"Was Caesar ambitious?"
I can empathize with Professor
Starts'
desperate need to be
"avenged of his adversaries", because being a member of a minority teaches one what it feels like to
be maligned. But I question the
absolving quality of objective
proof in the present situation.
One has to admit that there are
subjects, racial prejudice among
them, that do not respond mean. ingfully to objective analysis. In
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performance and not Professor
Starrs' attitude that was responsible for his academic accident? If
the student wishes to take the
class from another professor,
who would be responsible for the
tuition the second time around?'
The Administration that would
not let him transfer, or would it
be deemed that the students
assumed the risk? Suppose the
student really did poorly on his
.exam, would the Professor be
willing to give him a "respectable
grade" if in so doing he could
assure a "laundered reputation"?
Should students who are already
paying through their teeth to get a
legal education, be forced into
paying their way through a ~·gui-.
nea pig's hutch" to prove that the
Professor is void of racial prejudices? .
In the highest legal tradition the
1973 and subsequent "victims"
could be asked to confront the
"Accused", but since people are
usually reluctant to be witnesses
in a post mortem, "participation
may be too inadequate, to produce any meaningful data. If as
Professor Starrs observed most
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minority students transfer out of
his class, there might not be. any
left to tell the tale, for or against.
The University still has the
names and grades of all students,
past and present. It may be able
to glean some objectivity by comparing the kind of grades that
ProfessorStarrs
gave to minorities with those given to the other
students over a protracted period.
Yes I am already hearing the comments: "But we all know that statistics has shown that minorities
do not perform as: .. ".
In the present situation it would
be most understandable if Professor Starrs were to cry out in the
words of Mark Anthony:
_"0 Judgment, Thou art fled
to brutish beasts, and men have
lost their _reasons", but as he
-grieves and others sympathize, let
me emphasize one important
point that needs to be underscored: Whether or not minorities
and non-minorities
like each
other is really a secondary issue;
because the right to like or dislike
whomever we please is as fundamental a right as is free speech.
But I think that when a person,

especially one in authority. makes
insensitive, derogatory and offcolor comments designed to embarrass or ridicule anyone, minorities included, especially when
these people are part of a captive
audience,it should be no surprise
to him that those who felt offended, think negatively of him and
even tell others about him. Couple this attitude with what the student perceives to be a less-thandeserved grade, and those' who
feel that they have been victimized will create a stampede to
get out of the way of the "offending party".
By no means do I intend to
accuse Professor Starrs of being
insensitive to the needs of minorities because I really don't know.
Neither do I intend to demean or
belittle the contributions he has
made to the cause of Civil Rights,
because I am sure they were made
with sincerity and dedication,but
the question that needs to be answered is: Are these acts in themselves, conclusive evidence of a
person's lack of racial bias .
AIda A. Anderson

'Hearing Is Necessary

Editor's Note:
permitsothers to write maudlin
The letters to the editor column
defenses on his behalf.
of this newspaper is to serve as a
Recent criticism of Professor
'forum for the opinions of all - Starrs gives rise to a serious andmembers of the law .school
compelling concern for academic
community. To carry out this polfreedom. Fundamental to our
• icy, letters are printed whether or philosophy of education is the
not they diverge from the views of
notion that the widest possible
the Editor.
array of intellectual, cultural,
The Advocate has a policy of
political and personal differences
not printing letters whose authors
must be fostered and protected.
are unwilling to make their names
The promotion and preservation
available. The following is no .of the unconventional is an Amerexception. The authors have subican passion and is at the essence
mitted their names to the Editor
of vitality in education. So pre.
and have committed themselves
cious is this concept of academic
to revealing their names upon the 'freedom
that one must never
creation of a body appropriate to allow it to be bastardized by
the investigating body suggested
intellectual dishonesty. Professor
'ip.theletter.
-Starrs': apparent unwillingness to
be challenged by his students, his
Dear Editor,
seeming vindictiveness toward
_ We want to express our opinthose who dare to do so and toions concerning , recent' criticism
ward classes that have allegedly
of Professor Starrs, Up to this not shown him the "respect" he
point we believe that the alle- feels he deserves, and his refusal
gations against Professor Starrs
to admit to his own errors and
and his response have been at best exaggerations.vall reflect what we
misleading and at worst self-serv- believe to be a lack .of intellectual
ing and deceitful.
integrity. We are aware of the
What is at the heart of this gravity of this charge-it
is not
matter is what we believe to be the lightly made.
fundamental cruelty of this man.
The National Law Center is
To sit in his class is to perceive an currently committed to strengthind!vidu.a1 who - seems to fully ening the quality of education
delight In the humiliation of his through strengthening its faculty;
students. In our view it is his re- we applaud the faculty hiring
pulsive preying upon the insecur- committee for its recent success in
ity of those in his class that stirs th!s difficult endeavor. In light of
the rumors and will continue to this commitment it is regrettable
do so regardless of the actions that first year students continue
Professor Starrs urges upon the to be subjected to a professor who
administration. To accuse him of \\e believeto be an ineffective eduracism or sexism is to miss this cator and an intellectual tyrant.
point. It allows him to escape ~rofessor Starrs should be rethrough what we view to be petty heve~ of his duties in teaching
and evasive cleverness and two first year sections. Those stu-

dents who desire to take his upper
level courses should not be deprived of this opportunity.
Although we recognize that
Professor Starrs and his defenders will characterize this as a
challenge to their academic freedom and individual teaching
styles, it is certainly significant
that other professors who have
been equally well-known for their
toughness and rigor in the classroom have never been subjected
to the volume of criticism which
has plagued Professor Starrs,
We are acutely aware of the
implications of the letter and our
current refusal to identify ourselves. In response to those who
would equate our desire for
anonymity with cowardice or an
inability to stand behind our
assertions, we make clear our
willingness to come forward and
testify before an appropriate
body established by the Dean to
examine
the entire
affair
surrounding Professor Starrs.
The .anonymity of this letter
may be explained by the risks
which the structure of law schools
pose for any forthright discussion
along the above lines. The near
complete lack of contact between
faculty members a~ students and
the importance of distinguishing
oneself for the purpose of
~ecommendations,
clerkships,
jobs, or research positions, make
those few contacts which students
are able to maintain all the more
precious. It is this structure which
suppresses
dialogue
in law
schools.
Names Withheld
Upon Request
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why it persists.
It seems to me that a Person
with credentials as a concerned
civil rights activists should at the
very least be given the benefit of Dear Editor:
the doubt with respect to an alleAs an individual, 1 would like
Dear Editor:
In order to procure this basic gation that is one hundred and
to
respond to Professor Starrs'
eighty
degrees
in
the
opposite
right, I felt that Black students..
recent article.
direction. It seems, furthermore,
A dark cloud currently hangs should approach the culprit,
that Prof. Stairs has not been
over the National Law Center. It present him with the allegations
1was one of the black students
given the benefit of the doubt, he who arranged for a transfer out
consists of the current allegations and demand that he cease and
has instead been treated in such a of Profesor Starrs' class. I had
of racism directed at Professor
desist. This suggestion, admitway that brings into question been informed of the professor's
Starrs. The issues involved seem tedly, not strongly pushed, was
whether or not he has even been alleged racist attitudes prior to
to be plain and straightforward.
cooly received. The general
given the very least due process. If- registration. However, my reason
In fact, the analogs of a judicial reaction was that it would be
this type of issue should arise for transferring out of the proproceeding seem all too clear. The simpler just to avoid taking
anywhere in a democratic society, fessor's class was not because I
defendant Prof. James E. Starrs classes from him. -_
surely it should not arise in a law unquestioningly
has been charged with racism.
This issue was subsequently not
accepted the
school. On the question of civil allegations as truth. Like many
The suit is a class action suit given much thought. A conversarights and liberties, we are others, I have been in too many
brought by Black students who tion with a Black student who had
sometimes all too comfortable in situations where allegations of
claim to have been discriminated
taken Prof.
Starrs
recently
denying constitutionally
guar- racism-against
against. This action, furthermore,
seemed to indicate that a conboth blacks and
anteed rights to' those we despise whites-were actually cultural or
seems to have been adjudicated
scious effort was made on the
most. Consequently, it was only personal misunderstandings, to
with the result that Black students part of- the Professor to be open
the American Civil Liberties , accept such allegations at face
who enroll in Prof. Starrs class and fair.
Union who spoke out in favor of value. I transferred because as a
have the option of dropping it
•This issue is more than an issue
the Nazi Party's right to march in first term; first year student, I did
with inpunity.In addition, Prof.
involving a few Black students
Skokie.
Starrs has been sentenced to and one professor. In involves the
not need the distraction that such
Santayana has warned us that if allegations create. It is difficult
endure a continuing reputation
integrity of the entire law school
we do not learn from history we enough to succeed-in law school
among minority students as a and the question of whether or
are doomed to repeat it. Hope- without being exposed to factors
professor to be avoided because not it has the courage to _face a
fully, we did learn something that might interfere with that
he is aracist,
difficult issue of principle forthfrom our country's experience goal.
The latter portion
of the rightly. It, furthermore, involves
of the early fifties. If this man is a
sentence should not be underestia person's reputation and good
As a student at a law school, I
racist let's find out through due
mated. It was during one of the name, which we are told is more
process. Ifit is concluded that he have heard the concerns of both
initial orientations that I first valuable than gold.
is a racist let's let him know in no minority and majority students
heard about Prof. Starrs. The
This whole thing would be a lot
uncertain terms that he is not regarding this issue. Since the
scuttlebut was that Black students
simplerif Prof. Starrs was an out
welcome. But if it is determined editorial last week many students,
should avoid taking Prof. Starrs and out member of the Ku Klux
that he is not, let's give him back including myself, do not underbecause
he blatantly
-dis- Klan. But he's not. On the
his good name. Whatever
the stand why the allegations have
crimmates
against
Black
contrary, we are told that this
students. Being a child of the accused racist sacrificed his own • outcome, the issue must be faced been allowed to persist without
forthrightly by the entire law being challenged and resolved,
sixties I _immediately thought of--physical
well-being. as a civil
school community, for as Dante nor why minority students are
the necessity for confrontationrights worker.l have not taken a
forewarns, "the hottest places in permitted to transfer based on unbelling the cat. My feeling was course in evidence yet but on the
hell are reserved for those who in substantiated allegations. I must
basically that Black students
face of it this man does not apa period of moral crisis maintain . admit that the allegations I was
should be able to take any course .pear to be a racist, which gets me
informed of were significantly
their neutrality:"
, they wanted from any professor
back to the question of how this
without fear of being ill-treated.
accusation was established and
.John F. Pressley different from the one Professor

Dark -Cloud Hangs
Over NLC

Transferor's Response
Starrs described in the paper,
and therefore, feel somewhat disgusted with the entire situation.
My primary concern in addressing this issue proceeds further
than the points articulated above.
This concern is based on my impression that the administration
at OW has supported the minority
students in coping with the
alleged racism of Professor
Starrs. To learn that this support
may have been based purely on
conjecture, may mean that should
the minority community have to
confront a "serious" problem at
OW, it will not have support from
the
administration.
As a
minority, I recognize that the
abuse of support for minority
issues often translates into NO
support of minority issues.
If the only allegation is based
on an incident eight years ago and
involved
only three black
students, the validity of "automatic transferral" must be justified by the law school community
in fairness to all students and
Professor Starts. If there are
other allegations, then parties
with those allegations should
bring them forth in whatever
forum is appropriate to the parties involved.
I'

I can only hope that this issue is

resolved as quickly as possible as
every member of the school
community and the law school
itself is adversely affected.
Julie Beatrice Reed,
Class of '83

Discounts on Courses During Discount Week: March 2nd-9th
/ Cheaper than
t'

the other courses

SMH
..._."iIIIir

Numerous practice exams
for the multistate

BAR REVIEW

Smith McLaughlin Hart
Review courses for all New England states, N.Y.,
Penna., N.J., N. Mex., and D.C., Md., & Va.

Sign up for discount in Bacon Hall, M~rch 2-9
Ask to see our materials at the Reserve 'Desk; Jrd fl. Law Library

3030 NORTH FAIRFAX,ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 222~1

Call (703) 527-2662
Only 65% pass rate for D.C. in July 79: Don't take the bar lightly, take SMH.
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Dean Barron Attacks
by

David Danner

"The media desire to censor"
will become a central focus of
press law in the 1980s, predicted
Dean Jerome Barron before a
standing-room 'audience at the
Bacon Hall Lounge last Tuesday.
"First Amendment absolutism
has a heroic and intoxicating
quality ... but in the end some
public entry into the private rights
of media will develop."
Dean Barron, a nationallyrecognized First Amendment
scholar and author, made his remarks in the first of a series of
lectures by faculty' members.
These lectures are sponsored by
the Student Bar Association.
Traditionally,
Barron said,
First Amendment problems have
been viewed as controversies, be-

tween the government and the
Press. "Happily," Barron says,
"our law has been able to deal
with government attempts to censor."
'
But he believes that in the
1980's media law will concern itself predominantly with the pub-'
lie's right of access to the private
Press. The increasing concentration of media ownership puts "so
much power into so few hands,"
that the public will eventually demand non-discriminatory advertising practices and a public right
of reply.
Barron declined to predict
when that eventuality would
occur, but said, "In the 1980s, the
development of a legal reply is not
forthcoming. "
Barron also took exception to

Better Security Needed
Apparently, the incidents that
took place here Sunday were not
isolated incidents. I have since
learned that on many occasions,
man going in and out of the people who have no business beladies' room that day. Nor was I ing In the law school have been
the only one who had moneY',spotted in various stages .of indetaken out of my knapsack' from a' cent 'exposure and have been
carrel in the library.
Unengaged in other kinds of activfortunately, I had my guard down ities that threaten our security
that day. I used to feel a sense of here. This problem seems to be
security at the raw school. I magnified on weekends when
learned the hard way. It was a there is less traffic around Stockfalse sense of security.
ton hall. I assume that the law
The campus security officer school's purpose in having limited,
who took our names was bemoan- access to its buildings on the
ing the number of reports he was weekends is securiiy~related, a~,is
going to have to, fill out, frorrione" the stationingof empioyees'atthe
afternoon's
incidents at the' exits from the library. I 'would
National Law Center.
suggest' that the law school begin
The girl at Penn whose status enforcing its own policy of checkchanged from college student to ing ID's at the library entrances
rape victim on that summer day while keeping all other entrances
sued the university for negligence to Stockton and Bacon locked. I
to the tune, of a million dollars. would also suggest to my fellow
Sadly, at the University of female students that they avoid
Pennsylvania, attention was never both ladies' rooms in Stockton
paid to matters of security until it and the basement lounge in Stock-'
was too late. Too many attacks at ton on weekends.
gunpoint, knifepoint, or at the
If there is a security problem at
hands of a rapist took place be- the law school, it is imperative
fore even minimal
security that we face it now, and solve it. I
measures were instituted. The personally don't want to face the
books in the library received consequences of waiting until it's
better protection than our lives.
too late.
(Continued from page l)

The National Lawyers Guild,
La Raza and, SBA '
will be showing the highly acclaimed film;

EL SALVADOR:
Revolution or Death
In Bacon lounge at 8:00 pm
Thursday February 12, 1981
Refreshments will be served
All Welcome

'Media Desire' To Censor'

charges that the Supreme Court's
recent media law decisions. were
the result of an alleged Court animosity of the press, and defended
several Court decisions as "sound
in history."
For example, he agreed with
the Court's ruling in Kissinger v.
The Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press, in which
the court held that transcripts of
Henry Kissinger's telephone conversations while he was national
security advisor were not "agency
records" subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information ActoBarron said; "The Supreme
Court can be defended . . . If a
secretary of state knows that his
notes will be open to anyone who
seeks them,unless he is particularly dense, he simply won't make
any notes. " The dean warned that
with such an occurrence, "new
channels of secrecy" will develop,
doing more harm than good to the
concept of open govetnment.
He also defended the Court's
decision in Herbert v. Lando,
which held that Sixty Minute's
producer Barry Lando did not
"have il First Amendment privilege, when sued for libel, to
refuse to answer' pretrial discover; questions that sought to.
discover
his thoughts
and.
opinions formed during the edi-

torial process.
,
"We have to ,strike a balance
between reputation and expression. Those who deliberately
enter public life should not be
without
resources to protect '

themselves from libel."
Barron's lecture was taken in
part from his new book, Public
Rights And The Private Press, to
be published this Spring by
Butterworth Press. '

Faculty Abuse .Prerogatives
tC:9ntinue(J from pag~

1/..);,

..,'~

'. A ':lumber,of first year stud'ems,havecomplained
that one of their professor used as test questions
the test problems in the back of the book. To
compound the problem, he corrected the book
questions with canned answers provided, presumably, by the publishers.
•
• Numerous complaints came in regarding the use
by one professor of a voluminous exam allegedly
the same or very similar to one used as final by
another professor last year. The grievances claimed that the professor did not cover the subject
matter with the same thoroughness demanded by
the other professor's test.
• A handful of professors have been accused by
students of not being prepared for class. They
claim that the professor's attitude in class is very
lackadaisical and that they "teach out of a nutshell."
• In one instance, a student ~hose parent had died
barely a week before finals asked the professor
for either a postponment or the chance to take the
test pass/fail. In an act of deep compassion, the
professor denied the student the request, forced
her to take the final at the given time (or flunk)
and then gave her a D. It 'was, of course, within
his faculty prerogative to act this way.
• Another professor, according to a 'leak, corrected
all the exams for a given first year. section in 2
, hours.
,
• Other complaints have focused on the habit of a
given professor of unilaterally extending class by
to minutes every day and of rescheduling classes
, without consulting the class. If the class' needs
more time to be taught, it should be given more
credit-hours, And if a class has to be rescheduled,
some students who have been adversely affected
, by the rescheduling claim that the professor
should consult them on the feasibility of the new
time.
'
;; Another bunch of grievances deal with the practice of certain professor of taking out library
material indefinitely. They claim that the library
staff is afraid to enforce rules regarding faculty
possession of library books because last year a Iibrary assistant resigned over the Administration
lack of support in trying to enforce the rules.
• The last number of complaints addressed here
deal with a professor's habit of covering only a

";.

limitedrange of issues in a survery'courser-They
fed that the students who take these survey courses have a right to a more general coverage of the
subject-matter than that covered by the professor.
The students of this school are paying the professor who teaches them an average salery in the excess of
$40,000. They have every right to demand that the
services they are purchasing be of the best quality.
They get angry-when a professor is not prepared for
class, or when a professor does not appear to be
'dedicated to his work the same quantity and quality of
input that is demanded from the students. Finals is a
particularly crucial moment in the student/faculty ,
relationship because the work of a whole semester
(and the tuition invested in it) hinges, for better or
for worse, on the 2 or 3 hours a person spends taking
the test. A student expects certain things from a professor at this time, and she or he has every right to be
angry and frustrated if his or her expetation is not
met.
As students we have the right to demand that the
questions of exams be not only related to the subject
matter of the course, but that they also be constructed in such a way as to reasonably enable the students
to demonstrated their knowledge of the material.
Ambiguous, unrelated or esoteric questions have no
place in an exam.
'
.
As students,we have the right to demand that the
professors actually dedicate their time to drawing up
their own, exam in a manner responsive to the way
they taught the course. Other person's exams, canned exams or exams that are unresponsive to the
material actually taught by the professor, together
with other relevant evidence of professiorial ineptitude or laxity, should be basis for loss of tenure.
As it is, the students have no recourse in the event
of abuses related to faculty prerogatives. In most of
the above cases, I know that the faculty members
involved will not interpret this article as a source of
embarrassment, but will see it as a form of constructive criticism. But in the other cases where ossification of the teaching spirit has taken place, the Dean
must take the responsibility of dealing with arbitrariness or unfairness in the use of faculty prerogatives.
Otherwise, we are going to prepetuate the existance
of a class of students perpetually frustrated by their
learning experience at the law school. This is not In
the best interest of anybody.
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Discrimination Suit Wins First Round
Three National Law Center
students have won the first battle
in the discrimination suit filed last
November against four area restaurants. The plaintiffs claim that
the dress codes promulgated by
the restaurants violate the D.C.
Human Rights Act, which states
that public accomodationscannot
discriminate on the basis of sex or
personal appearance, that "prescribed standards" for admission
(dress codes) must be "uniformly

The students, Gil Karson, Eva
Booker, and Wayne Kaplan, filed
points and authorities in opposition to the motion to dismiss and
On Monday February 2nd, a presented their case in oral arguhearing was held in D.C. ,Superior ment before Judge Shuker. Since
Court by Judge Shuker, who, the issue centered upon the definidenied a motion to dismiss filed tion of "uniformly applied," the
by defendants il Giardino and Ie plaintiffs based their arguments
Provencal. The two restuarants
on maxims of statutory construconly serious argument was that a tion, the legislative history of the
dress code that requires all men to Act, and a letter from the D.C.
wear jackets is uniform.
Office of Human Rights (OHR),
the agency charged with enforcement of the Human Rights Act.
The letter from OHR, filed
with the Court, echoed plaintiffs'
By Lynn M. Hiner
Watch for notices about other
interpretation
of an agency
programs this semester including
charged with administering the
Wednesday,
March 4, 1981' How do Legal Employers Make
act.
LEGISLATIVE CAREERS IN Hiring Decisions next month and
The victory was significant
THE LAW panel with a former How to Start a Law Practice in since the judge quoted approvingSenate Parliamentarian; an Assis- . April.
'
tant Counsel in the Office of Senate Legislative Counsel; Legis- Second year students: don't forlatives Assistants from both the get-Clerkship Committee appliHouse and Senate; a Chief Coun- cations are due on Tuesday, Febsel of a Subcommittee; and an ruary 17,1981.
by BRIAN DIXON
attorney from a trade association.
Last summer the library got a
They will' discuss how to obtain First year students: The Place-'
terrific new resource and, to these
jobs on the Hill; what their posi- ment Office will be glad to assist
many months later, too many stutions entail; steps to take in prep- you with the preparation of your
dents still seem to be unaware of
aration for a legislative career, resume. In addition, we' plan to
it. Mea Culpa. We should have
have some workshops on How to
etc.
tried harder to publicize it, it bebe Interviewed this semester.
4:00 P.M. STOCKTON 101
ing the Current Law Index/Legal
Watch for notices.
Resource Index. The Current Law
Index (CLI) indexes over 660
legal periodicals and is published
monthly in paper back, cumulating quarterly and annually. CLI is
complemented
by the Legal
Professor John Banzhaf is novel course in Legal Activism in
Resource Index (LRI), which is
slated' to appear' nationwide on which students "Sue the Baspublished monthly in microfilm
the popular television program
tards" for credit and frequently
format.
Unlike
CLI,
each
"Paper Chase", but not as some windup making new law, and his
monthly issue of LRI is cumulahave suggested as a replacement
own .activities as a public interest
tive. LRI's microfilm format also
or successor to Professor Kings- lawyer, particularly as related to
permits it to be a month or so
the problem of smoking. He also
field. Instead he will be intermore current than CLI. Many
hopes to point out that the George
viewed during the last 12 minutes
students have found CLI/LRI's
of an episode when it is broadcast'
Washington University has one of
subject headings to be vastly more
across the country on public tele- the best and most diverse clinical
useful than those of the Index to
vision stations
sometime in law programs of any law school in
the country.
March.
Prof. Banzhaf was recently
To fill the gap left by removing
featured in Newsweek magazine
the commercials
when the
program is rebroadcast on educa- in an article about the effects of
smoke on nonsmokers. He will
tional television, and in keeping
with the theme of the series which also join Ronald Reagan, Walter
is the trials and tribulations of law Cronkite, William O. Douglas,
, school, the producers decided to Bing Crosby, Ulysses S. Grant III
and many other notables who
feature one-on-one interviews
havetheir used glasses on display
with distinguished Tigures from
in the Famous People's Eye
the world of law. Prof. Banzhaf
has been invited to discuss his Glasses Museum.

Iy from the language of the OHR
letter to the effect that when men
and women who are similarly
dressed, in clothes common to
both sexes, they must be accorded
the same treatment. This simple
statement has important ramifications not only for Karson, et.al.
v. The Prime Rib, et.al., which
the- students hope to win conclusively in a matter of weeks, but
also for a host of other situations
existing in the District of Columbia.
The practice at many D.C. bars
of excluding men wearing jeans,
T-shirts or sneakers while allowing women dressed in these items
to enter is clearly violative of the s
statute; The statute also prohibits
the common practice of charging
a cover charge to men and not to

applied," and that personal appearance is to be judged "irrespective of sex."

Coming Events 'In Placement

women, selling women drinks at a
lower price, and even allowing
only women to view a pornographic movie for free.
Yet, these are simple cases
under the Human Rights' Act.
Questions remain as to a woman's
right to take off her top where a
man is permitted to do so, the legality of a recent D.C. government office directive requiring
women to wear brassieres at
work, and similar vexing problems. With the recent decision by
Judge Shuker, the D.C. Human
Rights Act might soon achieve the
purposes repeatedly mentioned in
its legislative history-the elimination of sterotypical characterizations and support of "the rights
of individuals in all their diversity
and potential. "

Books & Things; Library Notes

BahnzaJ's Ballyhoo,

sign up at the third floor desk.
Legal Periodicals.
CLI/LRI may be found on the
Some interesting recent Library
third floor, the CLI on .the index
table and the LRI near the A/V Acquisitions include: the third
Librarian's desk. A second set is volume of K.C. Davis' still unLaw
on the second level of the base- finished Administrative
ment at the Periodicals index Treatise, 2nd edition; Inside the
Law Schools: 1980-81, by Sally F.
desk.
• • •
The library will hold a Goldfarb, chatty evaluations of
number of brown bag lunch time the nation's law schools; and The
Years, 1937-/975 the
workshops in March and April. Court
The first series, consisting of 3 second and much toned-down
rreetings, will deal with Legislative volume of Justice Douglas' autoHistories. The first session will biography.
explore the Legislative Process,
The Library joins the rest of the
Statutory Construction, and the
components
of a Legislative NLC in congratulating Robert
history. The 2nd session will Lind on his recent professorial
concentrate' on how one compiles appointment to the Faculty of,
a retrospective legislative history. Southwestern Law School in L.A.
The tracking of current legislation We trust Robert will be able to
will be the subject of the third adapt to the California Mellow
meeting. Seating will be limited. without too much resistance from
If interested in attending, please his Minnesota genes.

EVERY AVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDENT

ANNOUNcEMENT:
THE STUDENT INFORMATION
CENTER HAS A NEW HOME. STARTINC
ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th WE
WILL BE LOCATED IN THE BASE·
MENT OF STOCKTON HALL IN 8·04,
DIRECTlY ACROSS FROM THE STU·
DENT LOUNCE. COME SEE US. OF·
FICEHOURS
ARE: TUESDAY 10.3,
Wednesday 5-9, Thursday 10.3:30

LEGAL TYPING/
TRANSCRIPTION-·
REPETITIVE LETTERS
/DOCUMENTS
Mag card/correcting selectric. Harvard/Blue book style, Deadlines met. Inexpensive rates. Large & Small projects.
Call Cindy Potter 379-7111

EMANUELS-GILBERTS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
NUTSHELLS
SMITH'S REVIEWS
CASE NOTES
LEGALINES
CASEBOOKS - HORNBOOKS
DISCOUNT STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE

•

DISCOUNT PRICES AND
COMPLETE SELECTION

,_
•.

AT ••.
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.

1917EyeSt./N.W.

Tel. 785-0424
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SBA Presidential Candidate - Marjory;cFisher
SBA exists
to represent
students.
While it is hoped that any of the
candidates for SBA President
should adequately handle the
SBA's administrative tasks, what
is needed is a new, forceful voice
for student concerns. Talk about
better doughnutsand deference.to the
administration is fine but let's be
realistic. It's time for action for a
change.
The problems we hear about
are repeated over and over again!
Past efforts to improve the
quality of education have been
well-intentioned, but change is
not evident. In the areas of
faculty recruiting, career placement, grading policy and faculty
. advisors, there is an urgent need
for SBA to present a clear picture
of what the students 'want-e-and
act forcefully to make that picture
a reality.
Placement
First, the Career Placement
Office is not fulfilling the needs
of the vast majority of the law
school student body. The effectiveness-or
ineffectiveness-of
the office may have a lasting
effect on our lives, not only
during our years at GW, but
during our professional lives as
well.
All of uswere qualified to enter
one of the finest law schools in

the country, and al/ of us have the
intellectual ability and special
talents to contribute to all facets
of the legal profession. Yet
tuition money allocated to the
placement office is spent to that a
small number of students may be
interviewed by a small number of
large law firms. For those of us
with interests in pursuing alterna• tive legal careers, the Placement
Office provides virtually nothing.
This is inexcusable in a city with
hundreds of public interest organizations, legal aid societies,
labor unions and public service
positions!
The SBA must insist that a fulltime career counselor be employed by next Fall. This person
should have sufficient background in counseling, recruitment
(of firms and organizations) and
job-hunting techniques and strategies.
The Placement Office should
include among its activities
regular workshops on job hunring, resume writing, and interviewing-for more than just those
on Law Review. There is room
for substantial
creative improvement.
Faculty
Second, students must take an
active role in the recruitment,
tenure, and evaluation procedures
concerning
faculty members ..

Representation of minorities and
women on our faculty is embarrassingly low and students must
be the priority concern for SBA.
Faculty evaluation forms must
be completely revamped to incorporate relevant questions that can
give us more insight into teaching
ability. Once the evaluations are
compiled, the results should be
published in The Advocate or in a
booklet
distributed
to all
students-not
buried in the
library.
If a member of the faculty
consistently receives low ratings,
the
SBA
must
spearhead
organizing efforts to channel
discontent
into constructive
action. We pay $12 each per class
hour at the National Law Center,
and we cannot tolerate less than
fully competent faculty members.
Grades
The grading policy at George
Washington must undergo an
intensive scrutiny. The SBA
should respond in a comprehensive way to the horror stories
about sectional differences in
grading, final exams lifted from.
the back of case books, and
faculty attitudes toward minority
students. Questions in these areas
cannot
go unanswered.
A
committee of the SBA should be
set up to analyze irregularities and

V.P. Candidate - Bob Lord
The SBA should be a vehicle
for. effectuating and improving
programs designed to benefit the
student body. To this end, I see
several major areas of concern
which the SBA should now be
actively involved in. Here are a
few.
Supplementing and
Expanding the
Placement Program
I don't offer any pat solutions
to the placement office problems
we all face. There is a wealth of
expertise in the Washington area
on such topics as resume writing
and. interviewing
techniques
which should be made more
visible and acessible, particularly
to first year students. Of greater
importance, however, we need
thoroughly' investigate the successful placement activities at
other schools, so that we can lay
the groundwork in our effort to
establish a quality placement program from which all students will
benefit.
Providing Services to
the Student Body
Hey, the coffee

lounge

is

dealt with: financial aid will
become. tight once Reagan cuts
back loans; the minority representation in the faculty is abnormally
low; the facilities of the law
school are obsolete and rapidly
becoming archaic; our school
publishes only two law -journals
while others, such as GeorgeEvaluations: A Source
town, publish five. I realize that
Of Useful Information
the administration
has the
We need an improved source of ultimate control in these areas.
information about. courses and Nevertheless, a strong SBA Could
professors. The current professor be capable, of delivering the
evaluation program is inade- student
input
and student
quate. The reasons for this' are pressure necessary to make the
twofold: first, not enough usable administration responsive to our
information is generated by the needs,
teacher evaluation forms, and
My running
mate, Marjy
second, that information which is Fisher, and I offer experience in
generated is not effectively dis- both the organizational and finseminated to the student body. Ofancial/budgetary
areas.
Of
what value is information that is greater importance, though, we
never seen? How difficult would offer a sensitivity to the needs of
it be to publish this information the diverse collection of students
in The Advocate, or to print a at this law school, which Is necescourse and professor guide at the sary to improve the qualtityof
beginning of each semester? To our educational experience.
know how past students felt about
Are you better off now than
a professor is of tremendous you were a year ago? VOTE
value. Why not make it possible?
F ISH HER / LOR DON
There are other problems to be FEBRUARY 18.
great-but what we really need is
a bar. Seriously, wouldn't you
like a few decent parties during
the semester? How about intramural sports?
An improved
speakers program? The SBA can
and should be actively involved in
these areas.

2d Year Rep. · Ken Thomas
Law school has the capacity to
both widen our expertise and potential, and to narrow our interests and activities. While the
study of law requires that our
books become an overwhelming
concern, a law student should be
given the opportunity to balance
academics
with
physical,
political, social and cultural
interests. The participation in
activities available now show
thyat the desire for such outlets is
strong. As a second year representative on the SBA, I would

encourage and develop sports
programs (co-ed, single-sex intermurals, ladders, faculty-student
competitions, informal activities),
social activities (encouraging
inter-action with graduate students from other programs and
other schools), cultural life (using
student
talent,
investigating
student ticket opportunities to
symphonies, concerts, plays), and
'political awareness (arranging lectures, seminars, "Bull sessions").
Student time limitations make it
imperative for the SBAto offer

convenient
opportunities
for
students to combine social life
and outside interests.
I have also discussed the
equally important role of the SBA
in interacting with the administration with three other candidates-«
Peter Darvin, Laura Foggan, and
Leslie Leach-and
I believe I
could w~rk eff~ctively with them
towards improvrng the law school
community.
Ken Thomas

recommend changes in grading
and grade notification, another
subject of discontent.
If the SBA takes seriously its
job of representing students and
takes action on behalf of those
students-our academic life at the
NLC will improve greatly.
Lack of Community
Finally, there is a general lack
of 'community at the National
Law Center. Even though some
ratings put GW in the top' 20 of
American law schools, I believe
we are far from realizing our full
potential. In a city full.ofexperts,
scholars, and political figures, the
law school finds itself isolated
from the history taking place'
outside. The SBA and the
university has a rare opportunity
to sponsor speakers, workshops
and symposiums on all facets of
law and politics. An active SBA
can organize these kinds of
programs with a minimum of
time and effort. With the great.
opportunities
for
political
awareness available, we cannot
ignore one of the school's most
precious resources-its proximity
to the institutions of Washington.
Through
such
programs,
students will have the opportunity
to interact more frequently with
members of other classes and
alphabetical
persuasions.
Of
course, SBA should continue to

coordinate educational and social
'functions for the entire school.
More importantly, the SBA must
playa role in peer counseling and
work to initiate a faculty advisor
program for first-year students.
These additions could make the
NLC a more comfortable as well
as intellectually vigorous environment.
I believe that the skills and
ideas I have developed over the
past two years as a nationwide
political organizer for Ralph
Nader will contribute to the
programs that SBA undertakes
and the problems that it faces. I
have a strong background in
student government from my
undergraduate years, when I was
president
of the student-run
Indiana Public Interest Research
Group (InPIRG).
. From these positions I bring
five years of organizing experience with students, administrators and community organizations, I believe that my commitment to the communities in which
I have lived and worked and the
leadership skills that I bring to the
position of SBA president would
enable me to work effectively
towards these goals.
Are you better off now than
you were a year ago? Vote
Fisher/Lord on February 18!
Marjory Fisher

3d Year Rep .. Diana Brown
Law school is such a uniqueand often difficult-experience
for students. The Student Information Center (SIC) has been
created to help make the difficult
experience a rewarding one. SIC
is run for students by students. It
has great potential and as an SBA
representative, I would work on
helping SIC achieve its potential.
One especially difficult experience students face is frustration
with gr.ad~ disparity among first

year sections. This. disparity
affects all students in all sections.
There are alternatives available to
eliminate'
the disparities.
I
strongly feel that the SHA should
make this one of their priorities
for the coming year.
I look forward to representing
your interests in these and other
matters.
Diana Brown
Candidate for 3rd year
Representative

2dYear Rep. Laura Foggan
_Statement of Laura-A, Foggan
-continue review of the Placecandi~ate for second year repre~ ment Office and endorse the creasentative .to the Student Bar
tion of a recommendation service
Association.
to file, photocopy, and mail
We need aStudent lJarAssocistudent
recommendations
to
ation which is energetic, vigorous,
prospective employers at the stuand forceful; an S.B.A. which
dent's request.
produces continuous change and
-respond
to student. safety
advance. I believe the S.B.A.
concerns following recent incishould:
dents and demand. a security sys-facilitate
communication
tem be installed in the women's
a~~ng students, faculty, and adbathrooms.
ministrators.
.
-increase cooperation among
-develop a student grievance
student groups, both within the procedure to insure efficient and
Law School and throughout the effective resolution of all probUniversity.
.
lems students face.
-promote education about law
-recognize
that students are
careers,
especially alternative
the raison d'etre of any school
careers.
. -eI.J1p h asize a commitment to and insist that student concerns be
addressed by the entire Law
diversity, and express particular
School community.
concern about the scarcity of
If you believe a dynamic
~~:~~rs.and
minority faculty
student government is needed,
-organize
a comprehens'
elect Laura A. Foggan as second
on-going
e t
. I
ive,
"
x racurncu ar proyear representative to the S.B.A. I
gram, drawing on talented speak.
hope to have the opportunity to
ers f~om the Law School, the Uniw?rk on these proposals along
versity community,
and the
With Peter Darvin,
Kenneth
Washington area.
Thomas, and Leslie Leach.
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SBA Presidential· Candidate -Kimberly Bloodworth
As Vice-president of the SBA
this past year, I was influential in
instituting several projects of importance to the National Law
Center. One such project was the
formation of a Placement Committee, comprised of students and
members of' the Adminisrtation.
Although the committee report is
yet to be released, I feel confident
that Lynn Hiner is as concerned
with improvement of the Placement Office as the students are,
and I
believe
that
the
students on the committee are
doing well in communicating the
needs of the rest of the NLC.
This issue remains a top
priority for me-to make' certain
that our Placement office, subsidized by every student, is making
the best possible effort on behalf
of all students. This issue should
be vital to all students, and I

pledge to continue to "keep the
candle lit" under the feet of the
committee, so that we have a
comprehensive report with which
to suggest improvements and
insist upon their implementation.
Another issue very important
to me last year was that of grade
disparity, especially in the first
year sections. For years, the
disparity has perpetrated discontent among the students, and
there is no reason for this inequitable process to continue. A
number of viable alternatives
have been suggested by our own
faculty and students. That these
alternatives exist points out to me
that the' NLC cannot continue to
condone an unfair policy simply
because "it's always been done
that way." If elected, I pledge to
have a viable option available for
approval
and implementation

within the next year.
According to Admission standards, minority enrollment at
NLC is on the rise. I am proud of
this fact, but I am distressed that
no more effort has been made to
recruit minority faculty members
to fill new positions and strongly
urge the Faculty Selection Committee to give special attention to
minority candidates for potential'
employment.
On my part, if elected, I pledge
to appoint a minority student to
the Admissions Committee to
to make certain that the Office of
Admissions continues to be sensitive to the matter of minority enrollment. An issue that has risen'
during the last two months has
greatly disturbed me. Many students complained that they believe certain professors to be
unfair with reference to their final

V.P. Candidate - Miguel Rovira
Traditionally, the person in the sors last legal lectur~ be if the
Vice-President position sets cer- world was to explode in 24 hours?
tain goals to be achieved during This lecture series has been suehis tenure in office. I pledge to de- 'cessful at other law schools: endicate myself tothe following ob- abling students and professors to
jectives,
mix in a less formal atmosphere.
I) A change from the number Would be held once a week-with
system to the letter system: To coffee and donuts.
make a proposal to change the
4) Complete Representation of
number grade on our transcript to Student Grievances: As important
a letter grade. This would up- as the proposal, I consider my atgrade our chances to obtain jobs titude intrinsic to the position of
since most law firms are not ac- Vice-President. I commit myself
quainted with the grading scale at to listening to legitimate comthe NLC. An 85 is a B to most plaints and to seek the best resolupeople; not an -A (G. W. stan- .,tionto.the problem..
dard).
. Understanding academic adrni-.
2)Basketball and racketball nistrations requires a certain emtournaments: To eliminate the ex- pirical knowledge. During my uncess fat around our waistline. One dergraduate and graduate years I
in the Spring and one in the Fall.
worked for the Colgate University
3) "End of the World" Lecture Administration.
My experience
Series: What would your profes- ranges from Resident Director of

the Spanish House to Admissions
Committee Student Reviewer. I
believe my past experience as a representative-will
prove to be advantageous to the position of
Vice-President. As an individual,
I am inclined to serving my fellow
students and to redressing injustices against my peers. I sincerely
believe that these are two characteristicsessential of a good VicePresident. In conclusion, it is my
desire 10 provide the students of
this law school the best services
which the SBA can provide, and
to act on behalf of whatever
' claims are brought :before the organization in order to enhance
our position as law students.
Given your support, I commit
myself to these principles.
Miguel R. Rovira
Candidate for SBA V-P.

2d Year Rep. - Leslie Leach
Has the National Law Center
realized its full potential?

in the National 'Capital. And yet
there is precious little interchange
between NLC and the unique
resources of Washington. Finally,
the actual physical facility of
NLC seems to siolate the students
from one another and from the
faculty and the administration.

Some rankings put George
Washington in the top twenty of
American law schools. It is, the
Bulletin tells us, situated in the
nation's capital, accessible to
Congress, the Supreme Court, the
White House, executive branches,
trade and. political organizations.
Our alumni include Members of
Congress, cabinet officers, and a
state supreme court chief justice.
Our purpose, says the Bulletin,
"to meet the needs of society in
many fields of law, and to encourage scholarly research and
writing of the law."
Our classes serve adequately to
teach us to be lawyers. But are
truly exposed to the great institu-.
tions of Washington? Is our legal
education any different from the
obtainable in St. Paul, Evanston,
or Salt Lake City?

Second, we can transform the
placement office into a counseling
center that will help all of us find
the Careers that we are interested
in. We can also push for a student
advisor program, which should
do much to alleviate the paranoia
common
to first-year
law
students.

Why do most of us feel disillusioned with NLC? A major
reason is a placement office that
seems to cater only to those who
are interested incorporate careers
and are scholastically in the top
ten percent. Another reason is the
seeming disregard of the NLC for
its very special locale. Many of us
chose this school for its situation

Third, we can make NLC a
place more conducive to community. This will involve much
more communication between the
students and the administration
and more interplay wit hthe
faculty.
Faculty and, course
evaluations must be published
and made available to the
students. Security and safety of

We, the students of NLC, can
remedy many. of these problems
through
participation
in, a
vigorous SBA. First, we can
implement a series of speaker
seminars and workshops that will
tap Washington's unique talents
and personalities.

the students must be made an administrative priority.
Finally, we can make NLC
more aesthetically
pleasing.
Segregationalismbyalphabet
and
year are socially and intellectually
restrictive. Functions for the
entire law" school community
should be the rule and not the
exception. Also, lounge areas can
be much lessanticeptic and more
conducive relaxing.
The above changes will make
NLCa stimulating and exciting
environment for the study of law.
We have committed three years to
NLC. It's time to get a return on
that commitment. Vote for Leslie
Leach, 2nd Year SBA Representative. I hope to have the opportunity to work on these proposals
along with Peter Darvin, Ken
Thomas and Laura Foggan.

Mark
Hoizb er
President

exams, in terms of scope of subject matter or the relevancy of a
particular question. Since the
final exam is the only chance that
students have to show our knowledge of the subject, we must
demand .fair, 'reasonable final
exams from our professors. To
this purpose, I strongly urge that
students be given the opportunity
to present their grievances to the
faculty, to ensure that the
problem will not recur this spring.
I am proudtto know that the,
SBA has been instrumental in several new projects this past year:
the Placement Committee, the
Student Information Center,the
Speakers Series, the continuing
success of the Beer Blasts, the
party following Law Revue, our
'

annual Thank God It's Over!
party and 1980 Orientation. I was
glad to be very involved with
these projects, although I must
confess, Orientation was quite a
venture.
I have had the pleasure to work
closely with Dean Barron and
Deans Potts and Schwartz. I believe that I am both trusted and
confidently
received by the
Faculty. I hope to be able to see
this experience and dedication
next year as your SBA President.
That's what the presidency isthe opportunity to work with the
rest of the students here to make
the NLC into the best law school
that we can. See you at Law
Revue!

GWUSA - Mark Holzberg
Statement by Mark Holzberg, no less important. A strong
Candidate for President of the student voice to Rice Hall is
Student Association.
absolutely imperative. Our two
The future of the law school is members
on the University
vitally important to the G.W. Budget Committee, for example,
community as a whole. The have worked to obviate the tuition
expansion of the law school will disparity between full-time and
enhance university life for all part-time students. Also, we have
students. Making sure that the had significant input into the Red
plans for the additions to the law Lion Row project.
center
are implemented
on
Though progress has been
schedule is an issue that cannot go made, much remains to be done. _
unattended. .
If elected, I will lobby with deterHaving been Vice President for rnination to secure a student on
Judicial Affairs of the Student the Board of Trustees. This will
Association, I have had the be an arduous endeavor; but not
opportunity to work closely with an impossible-one.
Bob Claude, one of the law
Further, I feel that it is imschool's representatives to the portant to establish a regular line
Student Association Senate. My of communication with the law
relationship with Bob has made school. Although all too often
me keenly aware of the myriad of overlooked, the NLC is an inissues and concerns that NLC tegral element of G. W. That is
students have-too,
it has well why I will invite the President of
prepared me to address these the S.B.A. to attend Student
issues as Presient of the Student Association cabient meetings and
Association.
will attend several S.B.A. meetIn order to be effective, the - ings myself. I think that this kind
Student Association is required to of communication is important if
be responsive to every facet of life I am going t adequately address
at G.W. As Pesident, I will direct the concerns of G.W. law
the Student Association in two students.
main areas: first, to provide
In the coming days you will be .
important student services such as asked to consider candidates for
the carpool system, the academic various S.B.A. and Student
evaluation,
and the Student Association offices. I hope that
Advocate Service. Second, to you will consider me when you
inject student input into the form- vote for Student Association
ulation of university policy. President.
While the former is apparent, the
Sincerely Yours,
latter often is not-e-however, it is
Mark Holzberg

2d Year Rep ...Peter Darvin
As any first year student, I find
that mumbling and grumbling
about some case, some professor,
or some administrative foul-up
has become part of my daily life.
It seems to be a constant, a way of
venting the boredom, frustration,
pressure and alienation that we all
experience.
Recently, in conversations with
my friends and classmates, I
realized that it was possible for
these general grumblings to be
translated into concrete ideas for
improving our law school environment. Ideas such as a review
of the examination process so as
to make exams more a learning
experience than a trying experience; to require professors to
review tests with all interested
students, or to require that model
answers be placed on reserve.
Ideas to provide enough advisors
to adequately counsel the student

body. To break up first.year sections after the first semester in
order to promote better social
relations. To provide greater
student input in creating and initiating elective course offerings. To
encourage a greater presence and
participation of minorities in the
law school body, as well as in the
faculty. These are just a few of
the ideas, generated by informal
discussions, that need to be
thrashed out.
I believe that we need to draw
on the ideas of our fellow
students. After meeting with
Marjy Fisher, Kenneth Thomas,
Laura Foggan and Leslie Leach,
whose candidacies I strongly support and endorse, I feel that we
can work" effectively together
towards implementing positive
changes in our law school,
Peter Darvin
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Smile !You'reOn Courtroom Camera

by Steve O'Brien
The recent Supreme Court decision, Chandler v. Florida, which
is deemed a colossal victory for
the broadcasting medium, may in
reality lead to a judicial backlash
if the press doesn't treat this new
found right with kid gloves. The
Court in Chandler ruled that a
statute which allowed criminal
trials to be televised was not unconstitutional. The case involved
two Miami Beach policemen who
were convicted of burglary. They
claimed that the mere presence of
the cameras was prejudicial and
violated their Sixth Amendment
rights.
It can be argued that the
Chandler decision is a logical progression in the stream of Supreme
Court-Press opinions-following
Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc. and Richmond Newspapers v, Virginia. But the distressing feature of the Chandler
case was the way it was "railroaded"
through the Florida
.court system-running
rough
shod over the rights of the two
defendants.
Initially Florida, like many
states in this country, created a
statute allowing cameras in the
courtroom. And like most of
these states, it required the consent of the parties. Florida was
not satisfied with this system,
t,llough, because as a general rule,
defendants don't want to become
"media criminals". But the state
legislature was not to be outdone,
they enacted an experimental
statute (Canon 3A(7» which
allowed the televising of criminal
cases without the consent of the
defendants. This type of exposure
is a punishment in itself. All the
defendants' rantings and ravings
could not persuade the judge to
order the cameras out of the
courtroom. It seems strange that
a sports team can request that

cameras be banned from its
locker rooms to protect their
player's vanity; but a defendant
in a criminal trial, with his liberty
or even his life on the line cannot
utilize this same privilege.
Another tarnished aspect of the
Chandler.' record was the actual
use of the camera. The sum total
of the taped footage resulted in a .
two minute fifty-five' second
clip-all of which was centered on
the prosecutor and his case. Even
more shocking was the fact that
the camera was not even present
when the defense took the floor.
In reality the defense attorney
probably did just as much work
on his case as the prosecuting
attorney who made the six o'clock
news. (The defense attorney
should have challenged for equal
time-after all this isn't a bona.
fide news story, this is show biz).
The primary issue in courtroom
out in the cold. In Chandler they
camera controversies is the effect . said, the defense has the burden
upon the jurors. What is a juror
of proving the cameras " ...
supposed to think when a television compromised the ability of the
camera is wheeled in for the particular jury that heard the case
prosecutor's argument? "Hey,
to adjudicate fairly." This seems
this must be important, I'd better . like a reasonable burden on its
pay attention." The camera is face, but how does a defense
then wheeled out for the attorney go about proving subjecdefendant's argument and. the tive, or better yet subconscious
jurors fall back asleep.
prejudice in a panel of jurors.
Alsoin the Chandler case, the
The Supreme Court could have
jurors were questioned at voir settled many future issues by laydire (on camera, of course) ing down a few guidelines, but it
whether the presence of a camera is argued, this would have been
would interfere with their ability stepping beyond their bounds.
to consider the case. Each said no The state legislatures have been
(probably holding back a desire to left holding the bag. There are
wave and say "Hi Mom").
several ways the various legisThe defense, trying to avail it- latures can handle the problem:
.
self of any rights left, filed a
• Hold the tape until the day
motion to sequester the jury. This the case is decided. Newsmen will
was denied-followed
bya
vehemently argue this destroys
motion to instruct the jury not to the timeliness of the story, but
watch television, which was also simultaneously. it will protect the
refused.
defendant from this
prejudg-·
But the Supreme Court did not ment punishment.
leave future criminal defendants
• Provide for equal time in

The VanVleck Moot Court Board Cordially
Invites The Public To Attend The

FINAL ROUND

of its UPPER CLASS

MOOT COURT
COMPETITION
JUDGING: .

Erwin N. Griswold

Hon. Roger Robb

Former US. Solicitor General

US. Circuit Court

Future Speakers
On Jan. 19, Dean Schwartz,
Profs. Rothschild, and Stevenson
and the SBA Day Vice-President
met to discuss a proposed extracurricular enrichment .program
related to some of the more
popular courses in the law school.
The. result of that conversation
was most fruitful: tentative plans
for speakers include Ramsey
Clark, who will speak to the NLC
011 March l Orh, and Benjamin
Hooks who will speak on April
4th. Clark was deputy attorney
general
during the Johnson
administration; Hooks was chairman of the FCC and currently
.se~ves as the head of the NAACP.

.Hon. Harold H. Greene

Hon. Oliver Gasch

us. District

presenting the arguments or show minor problem, but the criminal
the entire case. The latter of these cases that get televised are the
is probably the "just" alternaspectacular cases. Theissue arose
tive, but stations and networks
when .Theodore
Bundy was
will not have the time to run an brought to trial in Florida. His
entire case and if they did, they trial was televised (at his rewould watch their ratings go into quest-pre-Canon
JA(7»
and
a tailspin. The equal time alternabroadcast in Washington state
tive sounds nice, but it could lead and Utah-two of the three states
to further disputes.
where Bundy was also a murder
• Give the judges absolute con- suspect. Had Bundy been found
trol in editing what will be aired. not guilty in Florida, it .would
The counter argument follows have been nearly impossible for
easily that judges don't have time him to get an impartial trial in
to be Oliver Wendell Holmes part those states.
of the day and Francis Ford CopAt any rate, some sort of unipola the rest of the time. But form system must be devised to
something could be worked out in (I) protect criminal defendants
the court system (officials or from the possibility of prejudicial
clerks) to prevent injustices to the newscasts and
pre-judgment
defendant by simple editing and punishments and (2) to keep the
supervisory review,:
jurors out of the public light, .to
• Limit the airing to local protect the integrity of their
newscasts. This seems like a decision making processes.

. us. District

Court

Court
"See us for all your
travel needs"

Participating:
Jeffrey Held
Kenneth Berman
Petitioners

vs.

William Tedesco
Sally Hostetler
Respondents

MARVIN
CENTER
659-2968

Saturday, February 21, 1981 4:30 p.m.
Building C, 2201 G Street, N.W.

Prof. Schwartz believes that by
bringing in speakers from the
"real" world, students will be
exposed to a wider variety of
topics related to their studies.
The SBA has already implemented a Spring Speakers
Series, which began Feb. Jrd at
4:00 p.m. with our own Dean
Barron speaking on ·"Media Law
in the 80's". The series will continue every Tuesday afternoon at
4:00 p.rn, in Bacon Lounge with a
different
guest speaker and
munchies. Be sure to check the
bulletin boards for our featured
speaker of the week. In the near
future; Profs. Raven-Hansen,
Pock,
Dienes,
Sirulnik,
Schechter, and Seidelsonwill
speak. On Feb. 24th, the SBA has
tentative plans for a panel discussion for all law students interested
in the political system. Reps. Jim
Shannon of Mass., Rep. Michael
. Barnes of Maryland, and Rep .
Stan Parris from Virginia will discuss how to be elected to office
and how each views the Reagan
administration. This should be
interesting
as two of the
representatives
are moderateliberal Democrats, and one is a
conservative Republican. Watch
for announcements regarding this
event.
If you have Tdeas :regarding
speakers you would like to hear,
please stop by the SBA office and
t~1I us. If you have any connectJo~s with public figures and
beheve they would be of interest
.to students, let us know.
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Enrichment Prof1ram Begins
By Will Schladt
The spring semester enrichment
program, organized by Associate
Dean of Student Affairs Teresa
Schwartz, will begin today as
Judge Charles Renfrew speaks on
the topic of "The Role of the
Special Prosecutor," in Stockton
Room 202 at 4 p.m. A wine and
cheese reception will follow.
Judge Renfrew is presently
Deputy Attorney General at the
Department of. Justice. For eight
years, Judge Renfrew was the
United States District Judge for
the Northern District of California in .San Francisco. During
that time, he was also a part-time
instructor at Boalt Hall School of
Law. Prior to his tenure as judge,
Renfrew was a member of the San
Francisco firm Pillsbury, Madison &Sutro.
Judge Renfrew has been involved iextensively in civic and
professional groups. Through his
professional activities, he. has
been a member of a committee to
propose admission standards to
federal courts, a committee to
study problems of discovery, and
the Council on the Role of Courts
in the Department of Justice..
Judge Renfrew is Head of the

U.S. Delegation to the Sixth U.N.
Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders.
_ . The next scheduled visiting
lecturer will be Mr. Roberts Owen
who will speak on "The Lawyers'
Role in the Iranian Hostage
Crisis," on February 14 at 4 p.m.
in Stockton Room 101. Mr. Owen
represented the United States before the World Court and assisted
Warren
Christopher
in the
hostage negotiations in Algeria.
Mr. Owen is a graduate of Harvard Law School and a partner
with the firm of Covington &
Burling.
CBS News Correspondent Fred
Graham will speak on February
26 at 4 p.m. in Stockton Room
101. Mr. Graham specializes in
legal news, covering the Supreme
Court, Justice Department, FBI
.- and the activities of the legal profession. He received and LLB
_degree from Vanderbilt Law
- School and was awarded a
Diploma in Law by Oxford.
- In 1974, Mr.Graham
was
awarded three Emmys for his television coverage of Watergate and
the Agnew resignation, and the
Peabody Broadcasting award for

THIS IS ONE OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED
"WHAT LAW SCHOOL DOESN'T TEACH YOU" SPONSORED BY MOBIL OIL CO. AND HEINERPRISES, INC.

by Peter Duncan
For those of you who have not yet had the pleasure of receiving a
rejection letter, and especially for those of you who have, this little
article is dedicated to helping you interpret the true meaning of the
rather ambiguous language you may encounter. After considerable
experience in this area, I am prepared to state that I have successfully decoded this language. Since knowledge of this language is
surely essential to survival in the interview milieu. For this purpose,
the results of translating one letter are printed below:
WHAT THEY SAY:

his coverage of the Watergate
cover-up trial. He is the author of
two books: The Self-Inflicted
Wound, a book about the
criminal law decisions of the
Warren Court and The Alias
Program, a book about the Justice Department's witness relocationprogram.

Inauguration Day Parade
by Robert Schlossberg
Think back to Inaugarationa
Day:.it is only a 30-second commercial away.
He woke to Walter Cronkite explaining. how; .there were uncon-;
firmed reports 'that one hostage of
the 52 had been told by two or
three of the Algerian physicians
that Citibank " had not really
authored the eleven page appendix that Warren Christopher had
not yet initialed. He breakfasted
to Ronald Reagan leaving Blair
House to drive in a twelve motorcycle, five car motorcade around;
the corner to church; in response
to 43 screaming reporters the
soon-to-be-almost-president
said
that he was very hopeful and that
it seemed the plane carrying the
hostages had left the hangar.
He had coffee to Ronald Reagan arriving at church and saying
that indeed by now the plane
might have fuel in it. Nancy
smiled and waved. Before leaving
his apartment, Dan Rather had
Morton Dean from Frankfurt
assure him that he was still waiting; Walter Cronkite interrupted
Bill Moyers again.
Feeling relieved that the American press- was still waiting, he
journeyed via Metro to the

Law Students' Guide
To Rejection Letters

Capitol. The little boy that got Sargeant-at-Arms of the Senate
trampled when the car emptied in told him he had to keep Pennsylpanic at Federal Center in vania Avenue clear. He told the
.response to a rumor that Capitol . officer that his friend who was a
South station was closed said he friend of Ed Meese's driverdurreally hadn't minded; after all, iting
the transition was supposed to .
was kind 0 f exciting •.» The: -boy-: meett him-atPirst. and: Pennsyl,who' was tenaciously clinging . to vaniawith. tickets' for-front: 'row';:
an Official
Ronald
Reagan
seats; The officer smiled; he had
Ronald Reagan, said if he was heard that one before. Finding the
older he would have voted for truth un persuasive, he journeyed
Ronald Reagan; his parents back to the Metro to journey back
smiled.
to his apartment. He probably
Pictures at an exhibition: 75 should have stayed in front of the
year-old twins from Endecombe
tube all along. Bucking crowds to
County North Carolina dressed in imbibe the excitement of others
brown corduroy suits. with large 'generated by a president he didn't
brown bow ties and green rain- vote for probably wasn't a good
coats. A 5" x 3' sign said "Holy
idea.
Bible Is True." The ever-present
His friend called him later that
Hare Krishna wearing the everstylish beige on white, brown on day to apologize for not finding
white or white on white. The ERA him; their seats for the inauguraadvocates with banners like 'high tion he said were terrific. He hung
school pendants in some sort of up the phone and the tube gave
him Jimmy Carter being inauironic twist on their cheerleading
gurated into civilian life. There
days.
There
were
more
was probably something terribly
signs: "Bonzo is Better"; "Nuke
some metaphorical
Haig "; "Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n symbolic,
Roll." Reagan buttons, medal- manifestation of the truth in his
lions and paperweights were for Metro ride and Jimmy Carter's
sale; a seat on the reviewing stand return to Plains; like overly
by the White House was only $35. expensive Girl Scout cookies .. He
failed to see the significance,
There were people .andmore
people. The officer whQgot his though. He changed thechannel'
instructions straight from, the atthe commercial.

NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS

Dear Applicant,
We have received your
application and reviewed it
thoroughly.

WHAT THEY MEAN:
Dear John,
The cleaning lady just found
your letter. I'm answering it
- with a word processor.

Although' your academic
qualifications are excellent, we
regret that the position has alreadybeen filled.

We hired the Boss's nephew
before we even sent the notice.
Besides, you're not even on
law review.

We' feel. an interview would
not be mutually beneficial at
this time.

We're about as snooty 'as
they come.

,We will keep your name, in
our files in case new positions
become available in the future.

Don't call us, we'll call you.
Get lost.

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Edward Steptoe

Sincerely,
Edward Steptoe's
. Secretary

HOW TO GET AROUND THIS:
The solution to this kind of letter, of course, is to write one of
your' own. Your letter should be firm; but polite, and explain to
them why you cannot accept their rejection. Let them down easy.
They've' invented ,this whole process to demean you as much as
possible, and the thought. that you are not really very upset may.'
worry them. A modest example of this type of letter is included
below:
Dear
(pencil in firm's name)
I have received your letter of rejection,' and I regret to say that I'
was unable to be affected by it. Although I am sure I wanted to get,
into your firm, I am already very depressed, and unfortunately your
letter did not significantly contribute.
I will, however, keep your letter on file so that it may depress me
in the future.
Please don't think this reflects on your firm" there's only so much
depression to go around, and I applied to many, many firms.
Sincerely,

,

Another approach is to refuse to accept their rejection altogether.
Threats may avail you here.
Dear Sir,
I have received your letter of rejection but I am undaunted in my
pursuit of legal employment. I will report to your office at 8 a.m. on
Monday. I will expect salary at the going rate, and my own office.
In case you think of calling the police, be advised that I have
taken your wife and first-born male child hostage. They will be re-turned when I am named partner of your firm.
. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
These are only a few possibilities. Others may occur to you as you
read a particularly dry rejection letter, or cool your heels waiting to
be the 34th person to interview with IBM. Be creative. Your
imagination need know no bounds.

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW. BOOKS ELSEWHERE

TYPING

Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids

Spelling and Punctuation Corrected
. Resume Development
Harvard Blue Book

Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS

THE ABILITY GROUP
2025 "I" Street, N. W., Suite 810
Student Rates

•

LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND "E 'STREETS"N.W •.WASH.,D.C.i.20001

659-7676
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Candidates Debate 'ssues
by Will Schladt
Candidates for the SBA outnumbered the audience in a candidate
forum
conducted
by
BALSA, the Black American Law
Student Association, last Monday, February 9. Despite the
small tum-out, each of the candidates did a superb job of defending themselves and their platform
positions.
Each of the candidates began
by presenting a short synopsis of
their platform. (For more details
see the candidate platforms - page
8 and 9);Two candidates did not
submit platform statements to
The Advocate: Ray Sherbill, running for third year rep.; and Jan
Petty, running for second year
rep.
Ray Sherbill said that he
thought one of the biggest problems at the law school is a "lack
of energy." "A representative
should be someone who is willing
to work to solve the day to day
problems and make living in the
law school nicer." Mr. Sherbill
said that he would like to work on
orientation for next year and the
possibility of getting a radar
range in the student lounge.
Jan Petty, candidate for second
year rep., is a first year rep. this
year and "became very realistic
about what the SBA can do." She
said that she was willing to con-·
tinue to work hard for the SBA
but that a rep. "needs a touch of
reality." A number of candidates
had mentioned the problem of
minority enrollment and the fact
that there is only one minority
faculty member. In response, Jan
Petty said, "In order to get to the
heart of the problem, we need
minority representation (like myself) on the SBA. "

A.Historical Analysis:
.The Black Lawyer

law schools to combat the
"corporate terrorism" in refusing

The next question asked what
recommendations the candidate
would make for reaching the noncaring student. The question received a wide range of responses.
Kim Bloodworth said that the
SBA will have to sponsor activities that will appeal to more
people. Marjory Fisher said, "In
order to make this school a vital
exciting community, we must
appeal to students on all levels.
We must appeal to students on a
social level, on an academic level,
on a political level, on bread and
butter issues, and meet their emotional needs through programs
such as peer counseling."
Miguel Rovira, candidate for
vice-president, said that the SBA
has to diversify to meet the needs
of apathetic people. Bob Lord,
candidate for vice-president, said,
"The. question may not be relevant. We can provide services,
but some people have their own
lives to worry about and simply
are not going to get involved."
Ray Sherbill agreed with that
assessment and added, "If you
are not concerned, then the hell
with you."

by Linda Parker
Annette Williams
Faced with the presence of Black History Month, America is
to interview all but the top ten
called upon to acknowledge and pay tribute to the contributions of
percent. A concerted effort would
her darker brother. Black History Month was originally celebrated
force the firms and corporations
during the week of February 12-20 which includes Abraham Linto interview other students on a
coln's birthday and Frederick Douglass' death. It was started in
lottery or other basis.
1926 by Dr. Carter G. Woodson, a black historian, in which its main
In talking about placement,
objective was to promote awareness of the roles that Blacks have
Marjory Fisher said, "We are not
played and are continuing to play in American history.
blaming Lynn Hiner for the pro- .
As one stops and recalls the brutal injustices inflicted upon the
·J:l1emswith placement. She is in
race beginning in 1619 with the deportation of Africans into that
nee" of assistance. We absolutely
"peculiar institution," continuing with the separate but not'equal
need more funds, and we abso-'
treatment into the late 1960's, and persisting even today In the
lutely need.a full time career
1980's, one is forced to be in awe at the accomplishments that have
counselor. "
taken place in light of the many obstacles that stood and still remain
Kim Bloodworth stated that she
to stand in the way. Indeed, where the law has been directed towards
was highly concerned with the
his repression and degradation, the Black American tried to bring
problems in placement. Last year
about new laws in hopes of fulfilling the so-called American dream.
she was deeply involved in trying
In light of such obstacles, the early existence of Black lawyers is
to correct some of the problems.
remarkable in that they existed at all. Their very presence indicated
This year she has been discussing
that the inhumanity and subjugation of slavery and subsequent
the issues involved with members
treatment did not entirely stifle the ambitions and spirit of Black
of the placement committee, which
people.
.
.
is looking into ways to improve
Despite the fact that there were less than one-half million free
the placement office.
Blacks before the Civil War, there were many Blacks trained in the
profession before this time. 'It should be noted, however, that until
One student asked the candithe turn of the century, Black professionals, like most professionals,
dates about the polarization bereceived their training by apprenticeship rather than in institutes of
tween black and white students at
higher education. For example, Robert Morris became a member of
the law school. Someone sugthe legal profession as an apprentice of Ellis Loring and was adgested. to her that the forum
mitted to the bar in 1843.
would not be well attended beIn the mid 1860's, legal training moved from apprenticeship
Jan Petty responded, "I am cause it was a "BALSA" event
tutoring in law offices to academic study in law schools. 'One of the
shocked over the attitude that we and concerned only. black stufirst Blacks to graduate from an American law school was George
should forget the disinterested.
dents. She wanted to know what
Lewis Ruffin who received his degree from Harvard University.
'This is unfair. We need to meet the SBA can do to alleviate this.
Ruffin completed an eighteen month course of study in one year.
the needs of all the students."
Kim Bloodworth said, "The
Most Blacks, however, attended Howard University School of
Laura Foggan,second year rep. best thing the SBA can do is to
Law which was established in 1869. From their ranks came praccandidate, said, "We need to work closely with all groups. I
tically all academically trained Black lawyers during this post Civil
reach people through new com- think we can change the general
War period. By 1930, there were 1175 Black lawyers in America.
munication mechanisms ... The atmosphere and improve relationThe major goal of Blacks in the legal profession during this time was
SBA needs to become more of an ships between the students."
directing their energies to secure the constitutional rights of-Black
activist."
Marjory Fisher - commented,
America.
,
Second year rep. candidate
'~~here are a wide range of things
According to the National Bar Association, Black lawyers in
Leslie Leachsuperbly wielded a that' have to be done. The SBA
America presently number 11,000. While it is clear that the Black
rather difficult question from The must give more than paper
lawyer has increased in numbers, the figures are of particular imAdvocate editor concerning place- support to minority students. The
portance because I) the Black lawyer has been before the American
ment. Ms. Leach said that GW SBA should hold its hand out and
bar for more than 136 years and still represents only a little more
should combine with other area say 'Help!'"
than 2% of its population; and 2) the legal profession was probably
the one with which the Black American has had his greatest confrontations, least satisfaction, and most vivid underrepresentation.
Focusing specifically on career patterns of Black lawyers in 1980,
the chart below reflects the various areas in which Black lawyers are
working.
.
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The figures clearly indicate the need to apportion the Black legal
population m order to assure that the interests of Black America are
protected on all fronts. This can only be achieved through the willmgness of the legal profession to tear down all barriers of discrimination and bias.
There has been ~uch resistance, however, to cracking the doors
of the legal profession over the past 136 years, but indeed, the doors
have be:n cracked .. It must not be forgotten, however, that a mere
crac~ WIll not suffice, and in this sense, the struggle is not over.
JUStlC~ ~~rshall recently said, "I think I've paid my dues; if I
ha~en t, It s too late because I'm just plain tired." A simple and
poignant plea for another warrior to pick up the shield and continue
the battle.
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Hiring Freeze Imperils Student Jobs .
(Continued from page 1)
ment's offers, have rejected other
has been directed at publicizing positions that are no longer availwhat it considers to be the egreg- ' able, while others have forgone
ious injustice committed by the applying for jobs in the private
new administration.
sector because of their desire to
work for the Government. All of
In the following letter written
to David Stockman, Director of usvin being forced' to search for
OMB, the coalition outlined its substitute jobs at this comparatively late date, face diminished
position.
prospects of finding positions of
equivalent challenge and opporDear Mr. Stockman,
We, the undersigned, represent
tunity. It is especially ironic that
a group of law students of Catholic
several of us are currently workUniversity,
Howard
ing part time for the agencies
University, George Washington
which gave us the firm commitUniversity, Georgetown Univer- mentsfor full-time employment.
sity, and Arrerican University who
Irrespective of the questionable
have been adversely affected by legality of the freeze's retroactive
President Reagan's Federal civil- effect, we are want to find an
ian hiring freeze. The injustice ethical justification for the adabrogation
by
which has occurred as a result of ministration's
its retroactive nature impels us to executive fiat of binding agreements into which it has entered.
write to you.
Although the particular cir- We consider it inadequate to justicumstances for each of us varies, fy the action by pointing to the
change in administrations insofar
we all hold "firm commitment"
letters for executive branch at- as President-elect Reagan so
torney positions that were to have emphatically denied any intention
commenced shortly after law to undercut in any way President
school graduation in May, 1981. Carter's authority during the
The Government's
interest in transition period.
We take no issue whatsoever
competing with other prospective
employers for well qualified grad- with the Administration's worthy
uates has necessitated that offers goalof reducing government cost
be made nearly a year before em- and increasing its efficiency.
ployment actually begins. Many However, we consider the Adof us, in accepting the Govern- ministration's disregard for the

honorable conduct as it exacts of
them touching their conduct with
each other. Any policy which
would 'exempt the United States
from the scrupulous performance
of its obligations is base and mean
it serves in the end to bring the
United States into contempt, .to
prejudice it in its dealings when it
enters into the common fields of
human intercourse, and to arouse
the indignation of honorable
men." Heil v. United States 273
Fed. 729,1921.
With an appeal to your sense of
justice, we respectfully request
that you act on our behalf, and on
behalf of those who are similarly
situated.
Thank you for your kind attention.

William Robie, Deputy Attorney General, Department of Justice
photo courtesy of David Rosenbaum, Georgetown Law Weekly
commitments it has made and its
subject to abrupt and unwarrantindifference to. the hardships it
ed repudiation.
has caused wholly unjustified.
Sixty years ago, Judge Learned
Eventually, of course, Federal
Hand, recognizing the type of
hiring will be resumed. At that
time, the Government's ability to , concern which we voice today,
said, "(I)n the performance of its
attract dedicated and qualified
voluntary engagements with its
persons to its employ will surely
citizens (the United States) should
be impaired when it is recognized
conform to the same standard of
that the Government's word is

GWUSA Election Affects· You
by Bob Claude"
The Student Bar Association elections are not the only contests
that will be run here in the next
few weeks.
On February 17, 18 and 19, the
University Student Association,
the Program Board and the
Marvin Center Governing Board
elections will also be conducted at
the Law Center. Voting for these
elections orily will take place at
the voting machines you will see
in the Stockton Hall lobby. In
contrast to. the SBA elections,
third-year students can vote in
these elections.
Tht Student Association, which
allocates student activity money
and represents all the students before the administration, will be

electing a President, Executive
Vice-President,
four at-large
Student Senators and three National Law Center Senators.
Andy Robinson, who was just
seated in the present Senate to fill
a vacancy, was the only candidate
who filed for the Law Center positions. He will thus be the only
candidate listed on the ballot,
though write-ins are allowed.
We have an interest in a wellrun and responsive Student Association. It is the S.A. that represents the students before the University administration and which
is in charge of delivering vital services such as academic evaluation
of classes. By voting together, we ,
can maximize our strength in the

_
elections and assure that our voice
is heard.
In addition,
the' Program
Board and the Governing Board
are electing their main officers.
These organizations are completely separate from the Student Association. The Program Board
plans and stages all social and entertainment activities on campus.
It is Program Board money, for
example, that finances the orientation .picnic. The Governing
Board has the exclusive authority
to operate the Marvin Center. The
$50.50 Marvin Center fee is used
to help defray the operating expenses of the Center.
Finally,
a new Student
Association constitution will be '

on the ballot for ratification. The
major change embodied in the document re-apportions the Senate
in a new way. The size of the Senate is reduced from 23 to 19. The
Law Center will have two seats in
the new Senate. In addition, there
will be two Senators elected at'large from the graduate community. Due to its size and higher
voter turnout, the law Center will
have decisive influence in any
election to fill these seats.
So when you go to vote in the
SBA elections (and even if you
can't), don't forget to make sure
the Law Center is also adequately
represented in these other organizations. It could cost us a lot if we
aren't.

Among its other efforts, the
coalition has contacted several
members of Congress and it has
submitted a resolution to the
American Bar Association asking
for its support. In addition, the
coalition has endeavored to enlist
the support of the area's law
school administrators. The coalition believes that the law schools
in the D.C. area, from which a
disproportionately large number
of government attorneys come,
have a real stake in the final outcome of the controversy.
Several agencies have indicated
that they will apply to OMB to
have the new attorneys they have
hired exempted from the freeze.
Many government sources, while
acknowledging the severity of the
freeze, believe that it will be
short-lived and that its purpose is
primarily for the shock value it
provides. The basis of this optimistic appraisal is in large measure the belief that what is past is
prologue: previous freezes have
thawed quickly. If, however, Mr.
Reagan is to be taken at his word
that his administration will not be
conducted in a "business as usual" fashion, this optimism may
be predicated on a false assumption. If so, those students holding
"firm commitments" from the
government may have a tough
time prevailing on the administration to reconsider its position. In
that event, legal action may be the
only avenue of redress.
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Like that of a butterfly, we at The Resume Center understand the changes that your original copy
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"typeset" resume will give you the edge. It's the only way togo!
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!How To Prosper in the Coming Arms Race
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The Commander-in-chief while
chasing'~fly
Screamed '{death to all those who
. would wimper and cry'
Then dropping a barbell he points
to the sky
And says 'the sun's not yellow,
it's chicken.'
-BobDylan
. Now that Ronald Reagan has
been sworn in as President, Alexander Hiag confirmed as Secretary of State and the new Republican Senate is firmly ensconced
down at the Capitol, demand for
weapons and other military hardware is sure to go through the
roof. Now is your chance to
capitalize on this once in a lifetime opportunity. In order to assist you in exploiting this for all
that it's worth, I have prepared a
few suggestions:
-The first thing to do is to cement popular support for a hugh
expansion. in the military-industrial compleeBnlist the support of
Jerry Falwell and his Moral
Majority. He has already taken a
favorable position on defense expenditures,'and
with a large
enough contribution you might

.
even persuade him (Him?) to enex-foodstamp recipients, one can
.
dorese Y01;Jrown line of weapons
only say "let them eat cake."
as ~he only morally correct one
-Anyone
who persists in
a.vatlable. How ~an Congress re- . questioning the utility .of your
SISta mandate like that? Always
weapons systems is probably a
remember, it never ~urts to have. Soviet s~mpathiser who is int~nt
God (god?) on your side.
.
on handing our freedom loving
-Buy quarter page ads in the
people over to the dark forces of
editorial se~tion of every major
communism. ~er~uade Reagan.to
newspaper 10 the Country. Use
hav~ the revltal.lzed C.I.A. 10these ads to.
emphasizehow
vestigatesuchtraltors..
sleek and professional your new
-Take a I.esson from the
high tech weapons are. Make the
Japane~e auto industry: when the
tools of death and, destnictio~
domestic weapons market beseem as acceptable as apple pie comes saturated, sell. abroad. In
and Chevrolets. Forget to men- order to enable foreign governtion the ruined cities and de- ments to pay your price, you must
populated continents that occas- get the U.S. to increase military
ionally result from their use.
aid. While foreign aid appropria-Explain to the public that as a tions seem a likely target for
weapons supplier, what you are spending cuts, it is possible to
really doing is helping to insure
actually increase military asslsworld peace. Remind them. of tance by slicing the useless 'fat'
Reagan's campaign statement
from the foreign aid package.
that "no one ever got into a war Look for this 'fat' in items like
by being too strong." Ignor all emergency food. and medical
historical evidence to the con- assistance.
trary.
-Demand for new weapons
-An.other piece of valuable can be kept up by constantly
rh~tonc to come from the ca":l- improving the product,making
pargn concerns the symbolIc
last year's model vulnerable and
choice between guns and butter.
obsolete.
Unfortunately
this
Reagan offered the people the course requires a considerable
appeaIIing compromise of guns investment
in research
and
and margerine. Of the soon-to-be- development.
An easier and

SBAMeeting Minutes
The SBAmet on 22 January !II
at 8:00 p.tU.in the Hoover Room.
The rules for the upcoming SBA
Elections were introduced by Sam
Schaen, Evening Vice-president,
and approved by the assembly.
Susan Bastress, a student
member of the Faculty Selection
Committee, gave an up-date with
regard to the committee's activities so far. To date, none of the
three faculty committee positions
have been filled, although one
offer has been made. So far, the
committee has seen twelve presentations by candidates for the
faculty committee.
Marvin Eischler addressed the
committee regarding the subject
of disparity in tuition rates
between day and evening Students. Although the disparity
between the rates has been
reduced to approximately 7ltfo,
Eischler is still pushing for no disparity. The SBA re-iterated its
support for Eischler, endorsing

the concept of no tuition disparity
scheduled-a band and DJ have
for night students. Several SBA been selected. Refreshments will
members offered to meet' with be served-beer and munchiesEischler when he spoke with Dean free of charge.
Schwartz regarding this matter.
The advent of the Tuesday
Mark Holzberg from the Stu- afternoon Speaker's Series was
dent Association was a guest at announced, as well as tentative
the meeting. He responded to plans for guest speakers, Ramsey
queries and criticisms regarding
Clark and Benjamin Hooks.
the publication (or, rather, nonPlans were made for a Yearpublication!) of the Academic book for this year's graduating
Evaluation booklet for law stu- class. So far the staff consists of
dents. Holzberg apologized for . five persons, so if you have exthe inconvenience and said he perience in publishing a yearbook
would investigate the possibility or want to help out, leave your
of a newspaper-like supplement name and number in the SBA
for the use of the faculty when office.·
tenure decisions need to be made.
With regard to the selection of
He also commented on Eischler's
student representatives to the
plan and expressed his hope that Faculty Selection Committee, the
the law school work in conjunc- same students who had served as
tion with the rest of the University temporary representatives were
to try to reduce the disparity.
ratified by the Assembly. We
would like to thank the "temOther
announcements
poraries"
for .their patienge this
followed: The annual
Party
following Law Revue has been past year. .

Selection Competition
The George Washington Law Review and the Journal of International Law Economics will soon be holding their writing competitions for new member selection. The Law Review will be holding its
general information meetings Wednesday, March 1I at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 101 and Thursday, March 12 at S p.m. in Room 304. The
Journal's information meeting times will be published in the next
issue of the advocate.
Those interested in trying out for the Law Review can pick up the
competition on Friday, March 20 from 3 p.m.-S p.m. The competition is due back by Monday, March 23 by 9:30 p.m. if delivered by
hand. If mailed, it must be postmarked by 12:00 Monday night. Students should be aware that they assume the risks of mailing. Further
information will be announced after the Law Review Selection Procedure Committee, the faculty, and the Law Review Editorial Board
announce their recommendations on possible changes in the selection procedure.
Students interested in applying for a position on The Journal of
International Law & Economics may pick up a copy of its competition March 20. It is due back by J p.m., Monday, March 30. The
competition is identical to that of the Law Review, and interested
students may submit applications to both publications.
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cheaper way to achieve the same
di
hi'
d I
~n dISto see dt at Tast year s mho e
IS estroy.e.
~o~()r
t .ree
modestly SIzed regional c~nfllcts
would probably be suffi:lent .to
keep demand up to capacitywirh
rmrnmum expense.
-This is a good time to corner
the market. on thumbscrews,'
racks, e1~ctnc prods and .the r~st
of those incredibly barbanc police
torture instrum~nts that have
been ou.t of fashion of. late. They
~re destme~ fora rush I~ popula;-.
tty now tha.t our fnendly (.)
governments in the rest of the free
(?) world no longer have to worry
about their human rights records,
and can oppress, imprison, torture and intimidate their people
.

with reckless abandon.
- According to Jack Anderson,
telekinesis research is sure t<!.l>e a
boom industry over at the Pentagon. This offers a special advantage to those of you who are just
starting out in the defense contracting field and are not yet well
financed. All you have to do is sit
in a corner with your face screwed
up in intense concentration and
collect a fat consultant's check
from the D.O;D. Tell anyone who
asks that you are trying to levitate
the Kremlin.
-Lastly, keep a big jar of valium near your bed. After all, your
conscience is nothing to lose sleep
over.

Clinic Status

(Continued [rom page 1)
University
chooses
to treat
clinical faculty. "Some schools
[such as American University]
have chosen to bifurcate tenure.
This system reflects the conflict
between the practitioner and the
scholar."
Under a bifurcated
system, a different set of criteria
are used to judge the clinician's
eligibility for tenure.
"The difference between the
expertise of clinical law and textbook law creates the bind as to
what criteria you use to judge a
teacher," said Professor Sirulnik.
The Professor thought the real
question was how you deal with a
person who has a skill which is
not traditional and whom the law
school would want to retain with
an incentive to stay on. in the
future.
"This law school has been inordinately supportive of clinical
programs
financially,"
said
. Professor Sirulnik. The professor
hopes that the faculty can deal
with the problem and straighten
out the academic status of the
clinic. •
Formal discussions after Dean
Barron assumed control of the
. law school exploring the possibilities
of. another
tenure
position for clinic faculty broke
down over the question of qualification and description of the
.position, according to Professor
Sirulnik.
The clinical
faculty
also
submitted to Dean Barron alternatives to the title "Adjunct

- Instructor in Law." The three
alternatives in order of preference
were: Assistant Professor
of
Clinical Law, Clinical Professor,
or Assistant Clinical Professor.
The snag in changing the designation to one of these alternatives is
that the word "professor" is a
term of art subject to other rules
of the University. According to
Professor Sirulnik no further
action has been taken on the
proposed
alternative
designations.
According to Robin Lewis,
Dean Barron's position is that he
could, not justify another tenure
slot economically considering the
number of students taught by a
clinical faculty member. Dean
Barron said that he did not want
to comment on this issue in the
context of Ms. Lewis' resignation ..Dean Barron stated, though,
that in light of declining student
enrollments, tenure is losing favor
in institutes of higher education
because tenure heavy faculty
restrict flexibility and cost more.
"From a practical viewpoint,
tenure is a status anyone in the
academic field expects to reach,"
said Robin Lewis. "Clinicians are
poorly paid. If you are not going to
offer them .statusand you are not
going to offer them pay, how are
you going to keep anyone."
Robin Lewis was offered a
contract
to continue in her
position at the law school but
refused the offet'· because she
wanted the job security of a
tenured position, according to
Professor Sirulnik.
.
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Carlos Del VaIle: AdiosCompaneros
by Carlos Del Valle

I'm deeply grateful to the students of the law center for the two
years they have elected me to represent them, first as Vice-President and then as President of the
SBA. For me it has been an experience more valuable than that of
the classroom. It has reaffirmed
my faith in the power of people to
work together and in the responsivenessof institutions to serve
the people they seek to represent.
I'm also deeply appreciative of
the many contributions by so many
different students, whose words
of encouragement or acts of
cooperation have made everything so meaningful. In particular, I would like to thank a hand- ,
ful who were more helpful than
most. Above all, Kim Bloodworth
and Joey Hoffman, whose constant dedication and friendship
have been invaluable; and also,
Sam Schaen, Mike Ginsburg, Bob
Claude and Brent Weingardt,
Carlos Del Valle
whose continuous assistance was
often so precious and so unrecogyears. Our crop this year, were petitive market, this is a disadvannized.
Profs.
Raven-Hansen
and tage we could well do without.
All of you, thank you.
Grade reform is also needed by
As a final act, I would like to Schechter who together with
Kempler
and
Cheh
make
an
excelway
of eliminating grade disshare with the students my perceptions of the "state of the law lent crop of potential tenured pro-' parity, particularly between first
fessors. Next year, it looks like we year sections. There is no reason
school." I draw this portrait with
will
have in the tenured faculty why a section burdened bya coman eye to the future, looking at
Prof.
Zubrow,
reputedly
a pulsive low grader should be disthe law school not only from an
Prof. Volling, advantaged vis a vis othersections
internal perspective, but also in wonderwoman,
the context of external forces Burger's law clerk, and possibly in finding employment. Law
woman professor of R'
ognizing this problem.
affecting similar institutions of another
.
.
d rid
t ch
eVlew, rec
,
~mpres~~ve
ere
en
ia
~n.
ea
-,
has
implemented
a scheme for
higher learning. ,..
ing..ability. The SBA IS indebted eliminating grade disparity in the
to Susan Bastre;;s, Ann <;ondo~ selection of members. Why does
Plans/or New Law School: Good
and Rand~ .See~lg ~or t~elr dedi- not the law center adopt this
The plans for the new law
cated partlclpat~on 10 this process system in the grading of students?
school recently approved between of faculty selection,
the law school and Rice Hall pave
While the administration and Career Placement: A Troubled
the way for making the NLC one the faculty must be commended
Spot
of the best legal institutions in the
for their good choices and their
Improvements
are definitely'
country come the second half of
recruitment of women, I feel that being made in the quality of
the decade. The threat of a $10
their recruitment of minority pro- education we are receiving at the
million baridaid was a real possifessors has been, frankly, defi- NLC. But now that we have the
bility when I first was elected to
cient.
Two years ago Prof. education, are we going to be able
office, and I sincerely think that
Smalls, a black tenured professor, to land the jobs?
the work of the SBA through the
resigned from the law school
The conventional wisdom at the
Space Needs Committee and our
faculty because the law school school has it that the services of
constant scrutiny .and criticism in
allegedly fostered .an academic ' the Placement Center are defithe media, was highly instruenvironment
unreceptive
to cient. Lynn Hiner satires are
mental in making Rice Hall
pluralism of values and ideas. staples of Law Revue skids. Last
accede to law school plans that
Since then the law school has been fall the SBA and the Dean
were truly responsive to our
characterized by a serious misre- for~ed a Placement Advisory
aspirations. I'm satisfied that the
presentation of minority profes- Committee to investigate the effifinal complex will be a structure
sors in its tenured faculty: one. ciency of the Placement Center
we will feel proud of as alumni.
Once again I thank Ross Altman This is without doubt the most and make recommendations as to
glaring deficiency in a law school improvements. The report is due
and Bruce Barth for the job they that
has taken all the physical In March. I personally have
. an d .per- noticed increased publicity of
did as student reps to the Space planning, administrative
Needs Committee.
sonnel decisions to enable It to Placement Center office services
become one of the best law in the last couple months, but the
New Faculy Hiring: Good and schools in the country, once the crucial question is whether Lynn
Bad Signs
new structure is completed. It is will implement the necessary
One can see a grand design in an omission that will constantly improvements to make our placeDean Barron's vision of making haunt the law school.
ment services even more competithe NLC among the best law
tive and comprehensive.
schools in the country. On one
Grading Reform Needed
side, getting the new school; on
The law school should imple- THE UPCOMING CRISIS: Pithe other, hiring top notch per- ment some reforms in the way it
nancial Atd
sonnel. The appointment
of grades students. First of all, the
One of the most pressing proTheresa Schwartz as Associate present numerical system ~oes not blems for forthcoming gmeratioos
Dean of Students was a brilliant benefit students at all. Given the of law students has to do with the
decision that will create many one-shot final approach
for Republican commitment to curimprovements in the academic course grading, the supposed tail the availability of federal
environment of the school. In shade of difference between a 71 loans for higher education. Under.
barely a month of work she has and a 72 is meaningless. Second- present proposals the funds will
launched a guest scholar and ly, since the rest of humanity be slashed by 250/0, the interest
speaker series, and has attended equals numerical grades to letter subsidy during actual years of
to a host of student problems. She grades on a decimal syste~ education (and nine months afteris an excellent supplement to a (where 80-90 is a B), our awkward wards) would be eliminated, the
marvelous administrative staff.
system dilutes our performance
loans would be available only to
, Another bright side is the excel- and creates confusion for em- the "needy", but the interest rate
lent crop of bright, young faculty plovers. In an i~creasingly com- would balloon to prevalent comthe last couple
.-...
-..'•.\
.......we, have
:. hired over.........,..
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mercial rates. The Reagan proposal eliminates loans for middle
class families and burdens loans
for lower class families with unbearable interest rates payableduring school years. This is to me
the equivalent of stabbing in 'the
back the American ideal of upward mobility through the educationalladder. As tuition increases
and .infIation hikes educational expenses up, and as the government
withdraws educational assistance,
the whole notion of equality of
educational
opportunity
so
fundamental to our pluralistic beliefs is seriously undermined. The
federal aid cutbacks make education a privilege of the rich, instead
of an opportunity
for those
thirsty for knowledge.
Dean Barron has pledged not
to add a single new seat to our
new law school. Will this resolve
hold firm as enrollment drops due
to financial need, and the law
school is forced to either hike tuition again' (curtailing. further enrollment) or crowd the new law
school as we have this one? For
the first time in ages minority enrollment at the law center has surpassed the 10% figure. Since
minority enrollment is so dependent on federal loans, will the law
center use the financial aid crisis
as a justification to undo the great
improvements in minority enrollment? If the answer to the above
questions is no, then how in
heaven is the law school going to
anticipate
this depletion' of
federal financial aid money? .
I do not know. But I'm sincerely convinced that the social
harms inherent in the curtailment
of federal educational loan funds
far outweigh the proven benefits
of preserving the program. Students, administrators and faculty
in institutions all over the country
should anticipate these reductions.
and organize locally and nationally to prevent this travesty of
justice under the guise of balancing the budget.

Final Words: Students as Consumer Unions
Students too often forget that
they are the ones paying for the
services the universities provide.
In every other sphere of American
life the power of the purse is the
power to decide, yet in the academic environment this basic principle is often ignored. When
requesting educational reforms,
students should envision themselves as an union or consumers
demanding by right what they feel
is better to make their educational
experience
more meaningful.
Unfortunately, students too often
see themselves as individuals
within the educational system,
and forsake the initiatives that
they have every right to demand
asa group. It is my most fervent
hope that the new generations of
students in this country will organize in order to contribute to a
vision of education that is genuinely responsive to the aspirations of all Americans in. this
country.
All in all, I think the .most
important experience I had while
serving in the SBA was the beauty
of seeing other people work together and trying to understand
each other. On a number of ocassions, simple misunderstandings
or misperceptions threatened to
explode into bitter confrontations. It is a credit to the persons
involved, to their sense of patience and reasonableness, to
their humanity, that these misunderstandings were resolved in a
manner that I think provided .
more insights and understanding
into the ways we think and function as people. Despite my liberal
leanings, I consciously tried to
keep the SBA representative oi.all
students and all values. In retrospect, my most cherished memory
is what I have shared and what I
have learned from all the persons
I had the pleasure of working
with.

Moot Court Competition
The Van Vleck Appellate Moot
Court Board is pleased to announce the scheduling of the final
round of the Upper Class Van
..
Vleck Moot Court Com.petition.
The competition will be held on
Saturday, February 21, 1981 at
4:30 p.m. in the Building C Auditorium, Room CI03, at 2201 G
Street, N. W. The competition will
be judged by Erwin N. Griswold,
former Solicitor General of the
United States and now a partner
at ones, Day, Reavis and Pogue,
Judge Roger Robb of the United
States Circuit Court for the
District of Columbia, Judge Oliver Gasch of the United States
District Court for the District of
Columbia, and Judge Harold H.
Greene of the United States Dis.trict Court for the District of
Columbia.
Competing, as the finalists in
the competition, are Jeffrey Held
and Kenneth Berman, Petitioners,
and' William Tedesco and Sally
Hostetler, Respondents, These
two teams reached the finals by

receiving the highest cumulative
scores in the first two rounds of
the competition, held last semester, based on oral as well as written appellate advocacy. Twentytwo teams participated in this
year's competition.' This year's
problem
involves
housing
discrimination
and procedural
Due Process issues.
Members of the law school and
general community are invited
and encouraged to attend. The
competition, including argument
and scoring, should last approximately two hours. The Van
Vleck Appellate Moot Court
Board feels that law students in
particular should view this program as an outstanding opportunity to witness high-quality appellate advocacy, while at the same
time receiving a free learning experience from experts in the field.
Says Seth Weitz, chairman of the
Moot Court
Honor Board,
"First-year students will find the
competition especially rewarding
due to the' constitutional law
issues implicated in the case."
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A Matter Of Timing
crowding is due to the fact that
problems more severe than the
the law school's administrators
overcrowding. The existence of
Someone is doing strange, terri- have the foresight and planning
just one of many of the people
ble things to the second floor of ability of George Armstrong
who frequent the library is an
the library. I have not yet been Custer. And only a downright
abomination against God and
able to link the deeds to any spe- meanspirited person would sug- humanity, the existence of two of
cific individuals but you may rest gest that our administrators are a them is a tragedy of cosmic proassured that right wing women, bunch of rascally muckety-mucks
portions. Things could be worse
children and men close to Pres- who have cheerfully overstuffed
though. At least the Senate
ident Reaganare involved.
the school's facilities in order to doesn't meet on the second floor.
The plot revolves around the overstuff George Washington
Another consequence of the
clock that is attached to the back University's land development
warp is that entering the second
wall of the study room on the se- . fund with money. The only rafloor makes people an hour older
cond floor of the law library.. tional explanation for the mysterwhile leaving the library doesn't
That horrid thing, hanging within ious occurrences is that the second
reverse the process. If youare one
plain sight of all, is an entire hour floor of the library is caught withof those hyperactive people who
fast. At first, this may seem to be in the grip of a time warp.
jump in and our of the library
no more than a simple matter of a
Because of the time warp it is twenty times a day, you'll find
clock that has been incorrectly an hour later on the second floor
yourself a day older, just like
set. Careful analysis and a touch of the library than it is anywhere
that. If the other you is also
of inspiration (caused by more else in Washington. This curioushyperactive, then you've really
than a touch of rum) reveal that ity of time is what causes the overgot problems. Keep it up and you
there is no simple explanation of crowding of the library. Consider
will be in Florida, playing shuffle
the mystery of the inaccurate this, when you enter the library at
board, before you're thirty-five.
clock. If the clock were merely I pm real time, you enter the
The time warp has one other
fast, the law school's efficient world of 2 pm. There you are,
side effect. The inconsistency in
maintenance staff or its equally hanging around the library, transtime seems to be ripping apart the
well run library staff would have formed into the 2 pm
- you.
fixed or reset the clock long ago. But, what happened to the I pm, fabric of.time and space and may
Besides, intertwined with the mys- you? It couldn't merely have dis- _cause the destruction of the entire
tery of the speedy clock is the phe- appeared, that would be contrary C Universe and everything in it.
_This will probably include the
nomenon of the overcrowded to the laws of science. Therefore
West Publishing Corporation,
state of the second floor of the li- the I pm you must also be in the
brary. Why is it that the spacious library. This is why the library is which only appears to be bigger
than the Universe.
study room is perpetually over- so overcrowded, it contains two
crowded during the day? The an- of everyone. The reason you can
The nefarious time warp began
swer will knock the nail polish never find an empty carrel- is _be- the week of the Inauguration. I'm
right off your toe nails.
not suggesting that President Reacause you're already sitting in
Obviously, it would be vicious one.
gan had the Pentagon create the
slander to suggest that the overtime warp. Frankly, I have my
The time warp causes several
By Mitch Tucson Drach

doubts as to whether the Pentagon could put together a smoothly
functioning
bow and arrow.
- However, there are men and
women close to the President who
have the wherewithall to create a
time warp. I allude to the_wizards
_of Hollywood, the special effects
people.

-Upon finding out about the
author's expose, the perpetrator
of the time warp abandoned his
or her efforts and the - second
floor is now back to normal.

Buyers
Beware

OJ,

munchies andbeers~
Feb. 16, 1981
Marvin Center Ballroom
3rd floor

Editor's No/f?

Who can make an angry, swirling sea pause in its fury andthen
split down the middle .as easily as
normal folks unzip a zipper? A
- special effects expert can . .who
can shrink a normal sized man .
small enough to float around in a
toilet bowl? A special effects
person can. Who can make the
sun rise? "The candy man can because he mixes it with love and
The
George
Washington
makes the world taste good." But
University Book Store has a
that's not very relevant. The fact
return policy you should know
remains that President Reagan
knows people 'who can create a about. It will accept returned
books ONLY if accompanied by a
lowly little time warp with great
ease. I'm not one to point an signed drop slip for the course for
which the books were purchased
accusing finger at the President
and ONLY within one week of the
even if he does seem, to some, to
be a reactionary with a psycho-- original purchase. Both Conditions must be met.
pathic hatred of trees. But if some
This policy is "posted" at the
grand poobah of the republican
top of a pillar near the law books
party wanted a time warp in the
in the basement.
law library, President Reagan had
Do not be caught with your
the connections to see that it was
hands full of unwanted books.
done. Another link to the PresBetter yet, patronize one of the
ident is the jelly bean factor,
other law book stores in the area
which I'll reveal in a later article.
which accept returned books for
In summary, I think its a damn
shame that Americans should use credit.

After Law Review

Wit.h live band and

such lethal weapons against each
other -when we should be using
them against the Godless Ruskies.
Right President Reagan?-

